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     This is the first part of the revised GREYHAWK(R) campaign index. It includes all AD&D(R) game materials, other than those for the WORLD OF GREYHAWK(R) setting, which contain GREYHAWK campaign references (i.e., generic, AL�QADIM(R), FORGOTTEN REALMS(R), RAVENLOFT(R), and SPELLJAMMER(R) campaigns). Also included are references from the D&D(R) game; the periodicals DUNGEON(R) Adventures, POLYHEDRON(R) Newszine, and The Strategic Review; references from miscellaneous, unpublished, or lost TSR materials; and references in files found on the America Online information service. The publication dates for periodical issues may be found at the end of each periodical's section.
      Since the release of the original "GREYHAWK Material Index" in the TSR Online's "Download of the Month" (2/24/95) library on AOL, additional references and points of interest have come to light. The original index has also been expanded here with authors, publishing dates, and commentary. (All comments herein reflect the opinion only of myself, Roger E. Moore.) All TSR materials are given here with their product numbers first. I've skipped mention of TSR products and articles having only passing reference to the GREYHAWK campaign, focusing on those that added something concrete or interesting to the overall topic. Any errors herein are entirely my fault��but I do correct them once they're caught!
     My warmest thanks go out to everyone who has participated in TSR Online's WORLD OF GREYHAWK folder on America Online. Special thanks for looking up obscure references and other assistance go to Joseph Bloch (Oeridian@aol.com), Colin Cable (ShdwLight@aol.com and Vool dFool@aol.call (JohnH10337@aol.com), Tom Harrison (BluSponge@aol.com), Mike Huebbe (TSRConSvc@aol.com), Lenard Lakofka (Leomund@aol.com), Rian McMurtry (Whalejudge@aol.com), John Rateliff, Scott A. Westberg (DMScottW@aol.com), and Skip Williams (TSRSage@aol.com), as well as Psychlops@aol.com, Sonofgeoff@aol.com, and ThomShorn@aol.com. Special thanks also go to Erik Mona (Iquander@aol.com) and Samantha Quest (QSamantha@aol.com), who looked over the final manuscript.


General Comments on the GREYHAWK(R) Campaign

     Long�time GREYHAWK campaign fans may wish to compare the various versions of the world as it has been developed over the years by various authors. The world evolved considerably in its early years as it was played out by Gary Gygax and others. Some elements of the GREYHAWK campaign are held in common with the BLACKMOOR(R) campaign, which preceded it by a year (e.g., the Great Kingdom, Blackmoor, Duchy of Ten/Tenh). Early adventures in the campaign were played out on the game board of the Outdoor Survival game from the Avalon Hill Game Company.
     It is interesting to examine the different visions of Oerth as depicted in Gary Gygax's incomplete 1976-7 tale "Gnome Cache," Andre Norton's 1978 novel Quag Keep, the 1983 boxed set, Gygax's TSR and post�TSR Gord novels, and From the Ashes. Look for mention of places like Blackmoor, Nyrond ("Nehron" in "Gnome Cache"), the Great Kingdom, etc. (Note the curious spelling of Keoland as "Keoghland" in the 1983 Glossography, page 12, which implies a connection between Keoland and the quasi�deity Keoghtom��unless, of course, it was just a typo!)
     Oerth was apparently first conceived to be a magical version of our own Earth (see "Gnome Cache," DRAGON(R) issue #1, page 28; reference to Norse gods in GREYHAWK campaign in the AD&D 1st Edition Dungeon Master's Guide, page 112; DANGEROUS JOURNEYS(TM) NECROPOLIS(TM) adventure, page 4). It was altered considerably before being published, so that the version Gygax used in personal play varied from that known to most gamers. The City of Greyhawk has undergone similar revisions; compare the descriptions and maps in Gygax's Saga of Old City, City of Hawks, and other Gord tales with those in Sargent's City of Greyhawk boxed set, or with the details in Norton's Quag Keep.
     Given the extensive use of reversed maps of Earth in the DANGEROUS JOURNEYS game's EPIC OF AERTH(TM) accessory, it is interesting to toy with the published maps of the Flanaess as those of a reversed and heavily modified Europe. The Solnor Ocean would then be the Atlantic, the Thillonrian peninsula (with its Corusk Mountains) Scandinavia, the Azure Sea the Mediterranean, etc. The fit is far from accurate, but intriguing. Oriental/Asian cultures would then lie far to the west, which was the TSR Games division's original conception of where the lands of Kara�Tur (from the AD&D 1st Edition Oriental Adventures volume) were to go, before they were finally placed in the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting. (See DRAGON issue #103, page 55.) Note that the Flanaess has ogre magi (as per modules S2 White Plume Mountain, C1 The Hidden Shrine of Tamoachan, and G2 The Glacial Rift of the Frost Giant Jarl) and Oriental dragons (as per modules I1 Dwellers of the Forbidden City and U2 Danger at Dunwater), so the existence of Oriental lands is clearly implied.


What This Index Is Good For

     My primary hope is that Dungeon Masters running GREYHAWK campaigns will find plenty of material in these indexes to expand their campaigns. An obscure reference in a magazine article might be all one DM needs to brainstorm a wild adventure connected to a TSR�published GREYHAWK adventure. For instance, White Plume Mountain is now in Iuz's territory after the Greyhawk Wars. What might Iuz do with this place to support his war aims? Also, the knowledge that the undead sons of Kyuss are tied to the GREYHAWK campaign might spark another DM to wondering just what else Kyuss has been up to these days, if he (or it) still lives in the Flanaess. And what of the "bringer of doom" cited in the Monster Manual II as the Suloise device used to destroy the Bakluni? Is it still around? The broader a DM's knowledge of the GREYHAWK campaign, the more ideas will present themselves for exploitation in home�created game adventures.
     If anyone has any corrections, comments, or further references from books, games, magazines, or elsewhere, please drop a message about them to me at TSR Roger@aol.com, and I will do my best to incorporate them into future index updates. Thank you! �� Roger E. Moore

Notes:
* The "AE" in "AErth" is a ligature. This can be duplicated using control�V (1,36) on WordPerfect 5.1.
* The "u" in "Faerun" has a circumflex (^) over it. This can be duplicated using control�V (1,69) on WordPerfect 5.1.

Abbreviations:
     1980 folio set = #9025 WORLD OF GREYHAWK Fantasy Setting folio set, with gazetteer (Gary Gygax, 1980).
     1983 boxed set = #1015 WORLD OF GREYHAWK Fantasy Setting boxed set (Gary Gygax, 1983).
     1983 Glossography = Glossography booklet from the 1983 boxed set.
     1983 Guide = A Guide to the WORLD OF GREYHAWK Setting booklet from the 1983 boxed set.
     From the Ashes = #1064 From the Ashes boxed set (Carl Sargent, 1992).



*************
*** Games ***
*************

*** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS(R) Original Set ***

2002 D&D(R) Set Vol. 1: Men & Magic (Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson; 1974): The origins of the GREYHAWK campaign are noted briefly on page 3. This set, the original "white box and three tan booklets" game, was produced by Tactical Studies Rules (1973�1975), the precursor company to the present TSR, Inc. (1975 to date).

2002 D&D Set Vol. 3: The Underworld & Wilderness Adventures (Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson; 1974): Notes on Greyhawk Castle (page 4) and the City of Greyhawk (page 15) appear here. The random encounter tables (pages 18�19) suggest that the landscape of the earliest GREYHAWK campaign was overrun with Barsoomian monsters, Pleistocene mammals, and dinosaurs. Dungeons could even have cyborgs, robots, and androids (page 11).

2003 D&D Supplement 1: Greyhawk (Gary Gygax; 1976): See pages 30, 61, and 63 for bits on Castle Greyhawk.
2005 D&D Supplement 3: Eldritch Wizardry (Gary Gygax; 1976): A collection of 22 groups of artifacts appears on pages 40�50; these are not connected here with the GREYHAWK campaign (the only exceptions being the Mace of Cuthbert and possibly the Codex of the Infinite Planes, as the Nyr Dyv, near the City of Greyhawk, is the "Lake of Unknown Depths"). Many of these devices have since been made a part of the GREYHAWK campaign, though some have found their ways into other areas (e.g., variations of the Orbs of Dragonkind were adopted into the DRAGONLANCE(R) campaign). Baba Yaga's Hut has developed into a minor campaign setting of its own, not tied to any specific game world but, being mobile, able to visit them all. The latest version of many such artifacts appears in the Book of Artifacts. A final accounting of "true" GREYHAWK artifacts from Eldritch Wizardry would probably include the following at least:
     * Codex of the Infinite Planes.
     * Cup and Talisman of Al'Akbar (see GREYHAWK Adventures, page 89).
     * Hand and Eye of Vecna (see the module Vecna Lives! and Book of Artifacts, pages 35�36).
     * Heward's Mystical Organ (see DRAGON issue #71, page 19; 1983 Guide, page 34).
     * Iron Flask of Tuerny the Merciless (see DRAGON issue #71, page 19).
     * Mace of Cuthbert (St. Cuthbert is a major Flanaess deity referenced in numerous places).
     * Rod of Seven Parts (see Book of Artifacts, page 91).
     * Sword of Kas (see the module Vecna Lives! and Book of Artifacts, page 100).


*** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS(R) Game (early edition, early 1980s) ***

9023 B1 In Search of the Unknown (Gary Gygax; 1979): Though this was a D&D game adventure, a note on page 6 offers the DM suggestions on placing this dungeon in the northeastern Flanaess (Ratik, Tenh, or the Pale).


*** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS(R) Game (revised edition; mid�1980s) ***

9220 AC11 Book of Wondrous Inventions (compiler Bruce A. Heard; 1987): Many humorous, sometimes magical inventions are presented, some of which are curiously tied to the AD&D game's GREYHAWK campaign; others are tied to the D&D game's Known World setting (now the AD&D MYSTARA(R) campaign).


*** ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS(R) 1st Edition Game ***

* Generic AD&D(R) Materials *

2010 Player's Handbook (Gary Gygax; 1978) Various side references to the GREYHAWK campaign appear in the form of spells with names from GREYHAWK characters: Bigby, Drawmij, Mordenkainen, Otiluke, Rary, Serten, Sustarre, Tenser, etc. Note that "Serten" and "Tenser" are anagrams of "Ernest" (the first name of Gary Gygax and his oldest son); "Drawmij" is an anagram of Jim Ward, one of the earliest players in Gygax's GREYHAWK campaign. "Zagyg" is "Gygax" spelled backward, with one letter changed. Similar word�plays in names occur throughout most old GREYHAWK materials, many based on friends and relatives of Gary Gygax. Bigby and Mordenkainen were two of Gygax's player characters in his GREYHAWK campaign.

2011 Dungeon Master's Guide (Gary Gygax; 1979): Various references to the WORLD OF GREYHAWK campaign exist, such as on page 112 concerning the gods involved, and special magical items and artifacts with names from the GREYHAWK campaign appear: Al'Akbar, Bucknard, Daern, Heward, Keoghtom, Vecna, Zagy, etc. Some new artifacts not found in Eldritch Wizardry appear here, and many artifacts are now given definite connections to the GREYHAWK campaign, with some "historical" references. A final accounting of "true" GREYHAWK artifacts from the AD&D 1st Edition DMG (pages 155�164) would include the following at least:
     * Axe of the Dwarvish Lords.
     * Codex of the Infinite Planes.
     * Cup and Talisman of Al'Akbar.
     * Jacinth of Inestimable Beauty.
     * Mace of Cuthbert.
     * Queen Ehlissa's Marvelous Nightingale (note references to Mordenkainen, Joramy (volcano goddess), and Xagy (=Zagy, maker of the talisman of Zagy?)).
     Not until later are the following artifacts connected with the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting:
     * Hand and Eye of Vecna (see the module Vecna Lives! and Book of Artifacts, pages 35�36).
     * Heward's Mystical Organ (see DRAGON issue #71, page 19; 1983 Guide, page 34).
     * Iron Flask of Tuerny the Merciless (see DRAGON issue #71, page 19).
     * Rod of Seven Parts (see Book of Artifacts, page 91).
     * Sword of Kas (see the module Vecna Lives! and Book of Artifacts, page 100).

2012 FIEND FOLIO(R) tome (ed. Don Turnbull; 1981): Some of these monsters have ties to the GREYHAWK campaign, having been mentioned in connection with Gary Gygax's GREYHAWK articles and modules, and with later references from MC5: bullywug, demon princess Lolth, drow elf, flind, kuo�toa, norker, ogrillon, son of Kyuss, svirfneblin, etc. As with the other Monster Manuals, almost all creatures here are assumed to exist somewhere on Oerth or to visit it; most doubtless inhabit other worlds as well. Lolth has a variant spelling of her name (Lloth) in the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting.

2009 Monster Manual, later referred to as the Monster Manual I (Gary Gygax; 1977, 1978): Every monster in this collection is likely an inhabitant of or a visitor to the lands of the GREYHAWK campaign, though none are specifically mentioned as such and all could inhabit other worlds besides.

2016 Monster Manual II (Gary Gygax; 1983): Some monsters herein are specifically tied to the GREYHAWK campaign, though all are assumed to have homes there or visit there. The following have specially noted GREYHAWK connections: Cat Lord (pages 22), demon prince Fraz�Urb'luu (page 39), dragonnel (page 60), valley elf (page 63), and hordling (page 75). The entry under "Hordling" includes a reference implying that the true nature of the Invoked Devastation that destroyed the Bakluni was an assault by a vast army of hordlings from Hades, summoned by the Suloise using an artifact aptly called the "bringer of doom." Parts of this book were published earlier in issues of DRAGON Magazine; see, for example, issue #67, page 10 (valley elves and grugach in "Featured Creatures").

2017 Unearthed Arcana (Gary Gygax and others, 1985): Various references to the GREYHAWK campaign, such as on page 10, with magical items and spells named for GREYHAWK campaign NPCs/gods: Boccob, Heward, Ehlonna, Mordenkainen, Murlynd, etc. Many parts of this book were published earlier in issues of DRAGON Magazine.

2013 DEITIES & DEMIGODS(TM) Cyclopedia (James M. Ward with Robert Kuntz; 1980): Some of the nonhuman deities, such as Lolth (page 92) and Blipdoolpoolp (page 95), have personal interests in Oerth, as per Gygax's "GDQ" giants�and�drow modules. Some demon princes from the Monster Manual I, including the above two, are here elevated to deity status. This book was later revised and re�released as #2013 Legends & Lore (James M. Ward with Robert Kuntz; 1984).

9031 Rogues Gallery (Brian Blume with David "Zeb" Cook and Jean Wells; 1980): Various special NPCs from the GREYHAWK campaign are described at the end of this product. Characters (with their players) include: Bigby (Gary Gygax), Erac's Cousin (Ernie Gygax), Mordenkainen (Gary Gygax), Riggby (Gary Gygax), Robilar (Rob Kuntz), Serten (Ernie Gygax), and Tenser (Ernie Gygax). DMs should carefully compare the game statistics and histories given for these characters with later writings about them.


*** ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS(R) 2nd Edition Game ***

* Generic AD&D(R) Materials *

1056 Castles boxed set (David "Zeb" Cook, Jeff Grubb, Bruce Nesmith; 1990): Describes and maps Hart castle of Furyondy, from the GREYHAWK campaign. See DUNGEON issue #53, page 7, for information on the current status of this castle and its importance during the Greyhawk Wars.

1125 Night Below: An UNDERDARK(TM) Campaign boxed set (Carl Sargent; 1995): This superdungeon was designed to be compatible with the GREYHAWK campaign, among others (see Book I The Evils of Haranshire, pages 3, 30, 40). This adventure was derived in part from the underground environment detailed in GREYHAWK module D3 Vault of the Drow, particularly the Sunless Sea region.

2100 DUNGEON MASTER(R) Guide (David "Zeb" Cook; 1989): The usual list of magical items with names from the GREYHAWK campaign: Bucknard, Daern, Keoghtom, etc. Three artifacts with ties to the GREYHAWK campaign are described in detail but with "generic" backgrounds (pages 91�93). Much of this material was used later in the Book of Artifacts, where the GREYHAWK campaign connection is made clear for the Rod of Seven Parts and the Hand of Vecna. (Heward's Mystical Organ is still assumed to be connected to the quasi�deity Heward of DRAGON issue #71, page 19; the legend about him here is similar to that given in the AD&D 1st Edition DMG.) This DMG was reissued in 1995 with new artwork (#2160); the three artifacts are now on pages 124�127.

2101 Player's Handbook (David "Zeb" Cook; 1989): Various side references to the GREYHAWK campaign are present, in the form of spells with names from characters in the GREYHAWK campaign: Mordenkainen, Tenser, Bigby, etc. This PHB was reissued in 1995 with new artwork (#2159).

2128 DMGR4 Monster Mythology (Carl Sargent; 1992): GREYHAWK references appear throughout, especially on pages 7, 14, 128. Many nonhuman deities originally connected with Oerth (particularly in the "GDQ" giants�and�drow series) appear here, such as Lolth, the Elder Elemental God, and Blipdoolpoolp. Some demon princes from the AD&D 1st Edition Monster Manual, later referenced in Gygax's non�TSR Gord novels, appear here as well. These have now been elevated to deity status and include such infamous luminaries as Juiblex, Demogorgon, and Yeenoghu.

2131 PHBR8 The Complete Book of Elves (Colin McComb; 1992): A discussion of the unique elven subraces of the GREYHAWK campaign (grugach and valley elves) appears on pages 26�27; see the "elven family tree" on page 29.

2133 DMGR5 Creative Campaigning (Tony Pryor, Tony Herring, Jonathan Tweet, Norm Ritchie; 1993): A general and brief overview of the GREYHAWK campaign appears on page 111.

2135 PHBR10 Complete Book of Humanoids (Bill Slavicsek; 1993): Complete game statistics for beastmen as humanoid PCs; beastmen were introduced in GREYHAWK Adventures as natives of the Amedio Jungle and Hepmonaland. As the Flanaess is rich in humanoids, many other races from this book could be used as PCs in a GREYHAWK campaign.

2138 Book of Artifacts (David "Zeb" Cook): Certain artifacts detailed here are supposed to be linked to the GREYHAWK campaign: Hand and Eye of Vecna, Codex of the Infinite Planes, etc. The Rod of Seven Parts (page 91) is specifically noted to be from the GREYHAWK campaign, though it was not listed as such when it first appeared in Eldritch Wizardry.

2141 ENCYCLOPEDIA MAGICA(TM) accessory, Volume I (compiled by Dale "slade" Henson, edited by Doug Stewart; 1994): Items A�D.
2152 ENCYCLOPEDIA MAGICA accessory, Volume II (compiled by Dale "slade" Henson, edited by Doug Stewart; 1995): Items D�P.
2157 ENCYCLOPEDIA MAGICA accessory, Volume III (compiled by Dale "slade" Henson, edited by Doug Stewart; 1995): Items P�S.
2161 ENCYCLOPEDIA MAGICA accessory, Volume IV (compiled by Dale "slade" Henson, edited by Doug Stewart; 1995): Items S�Z, index.
     Virtually every magical item and artifact ever created for the AD&D game, including all published GREYHAWK materials, appears here. See comments by slade in POLYHEDRON issue #101, pages 6�7, on some GREYHAWK items in this super�anthology. GREYHAWK campaign enthusiasts can examine sequential descriptions of various items and artifacts to see how they were developed over time; however, some artifact descriptions from the AD&D 1st Edition DMG are missing (e.g., Queen Ehlissa's Marvelous Nightingale).

9506 Chronomancer (Loren Coleman with others; 1995): Page 88 describes how time travel can be used in the GREYHAWK campaign, and which groups and beings have probably used it. Gates between Oerth and a magical version of our Earth are mentioned. Heward, Murlynd, Zagyg, and Vecna are singled out as probable time�travelers. An expanded and updated version of Appendix 1, with more details on the GREYHAWK campaign, appears on America Online in TSR Online's "Download of the Month" (see "11/06 �� Chronomancy and the Multiverse").


* AL�QADIM(R) Campaign *

9433 ALQ4 Secrets of the Lamp boxed set (Wolfgang Baur, 1993): On page 13 of the adventure book, a fragment of the legend of the Codex of Infinite Planes is mentioned. The wizard Tzunk used this device to briefly conquer the efreet City of Brass. The Codex is also called Yagrax's Tome here, as well as in other references. ("Yagrax" has all the letters necessary to spell "Gary Gygax" if some letters are reused.) See details on the Codex under #2005 D&D Supplement 3: Eldritch Wizardry.


* FORGOTTEN REALMS(R) Campaign *

9297 FORGOTTEN REALMS Draconomicon (Nigel Findley and others; 1990): On page 69, the steel dragon of the Realms is said to be closely related to the Greyhawk dragon of Oerth (first described in GREYHAWK Adventures, pages 26�27). What common ancestor the two share (and how the races got to separate worlds) is not mentioned.

9326 The Drow of the Underdark (Ed Greenwood; 1991): This 128�page book describes drow, their religion, and their society in great detail. Though it bears the FORGOTTEN REALMS logo, this book covers drow as they would appear on many AD&D worlds, and much of it would be useful for further describing the GREYHAWK campaign's Vault of the Drow beneath the Hellfurnaces. This work is grounded firmly on GREYHAWK modules D3 Vault of the Drow and Q1 Queen of the Demonweb Pits; see references to the Elder Elemental God (page 27; mentioned in "Giant�Drow" GREYHAWK modules), Lolth (pages 34�39; variant spelling "Lloth" exists in FORGOTTEN REALMS materials), female name Eclavdra (page 96; used in "Giant�Drow" GREYHAWK modules), reference to "supermodule" GDQ1�7 (page 111), and D3/Q1 monsters such as the pedipalp (pages 118�119), solifugid (page 122), and yochlol (pages 126�127).

9491 Pages from the Mages (Ed Greenwood, Tim Beach; 1995): A brief note on page 4 says that Elminster (of the Realms) has probably visited Oerth, Bigby has probably been to Toril, and Mordenkainen and Vangerdahast (of Cormyr in the Realms) each tried to get the same extraplanar girlfriend but failed.


* RAVENLOFT(R) Campaign *

9375: RQ3 From the Shadows (Bruce Nesmith; 1992): Azalin the lich, Lord of Darkon in the RAVENLOFT campaign, is revealed here to originally be from the Flanaess on Oerth. (He is not previously referenced in GREYHAWK material, being a special RAVENLOFT campaign creation.) A recent description of Azalin, without reference to his Flanaess origins, appears in the 1994 revised RAVENLOFT campaign setting boxed set, "Domains and Denizens" booklet, pages 52�56.


* SPELLJAMMER(R) Campaign *

1049 SPELLJAMMER AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set (Jeff Grubb; 1989): Greyspace and Oerth are described in the rule books: Concordance of Arcane Space, pages 78, 80, and 91; and Lorebook of the Void, pages 89�92. Minor references to Oerth appear throughout. Note that there are few (if any) references to spelljamming on Oerth in products other than those in the SPELLJAMMER line; spelljamming usually an optional "add on" to an established campaign.
     DMs using the SPELLJAMMER campaign with the GREYHAWK campaign may wish to alter the distances at which Oerth's two moons, Luna and Celene, orbit their primary. As given, the moons are so far from Oerth that they would be visible only as points of light; compare to the distances given to that from Earth to Venus, and consider Venus's appearance from Earth. (Of course, magical factors might make the moons appear much larger in Oerth's atmosphere, allowing for eclipses.) If astronomical accuracy is desired, keep in mind that both moons must be able to eclipse the sun and must be of roughly the same apparent size as each other and the sun from the surface of Oerth, though Celene may appear smaller.

1072 SPELLJAMMER War Captain's Companion boxed set (Dale "slade" Henson; 1992): Information on wildspace fleets and ports in Greyspace appears in Book 1 on pages 20�23, 27�28, and 35�40. Minor references to Greyspace appear throughout. The Suel Empire and Great Kingdom are implied to have known about spelljamming; the City of Greyhawk and Marner (in Ratik) are listed as spelljammer ports. Note the Free Neogi and the Scavver�Breeders as Greyspace encounters. This material assumes that the Second Unhuman War is over. (The elves won, but only barely.)

2130 SPELLJAMMER Complete Spacefarer's Handbook (Curtis Scott; 1992): Information on Oerth (actually only the Flanaess), Greyspace, and organizations based in Greyspace appears on pages 9�10, 82�84, and 88�91. Minor references appear throughout. Note the importance of Celestian's worship across wildspace, and the presence and power of the Smith's Coster and Sindiath Line, which are headquartered in Greyspace (in the Grinder and Greela, respectively). This material assumes that the Second Unhuman War is over.

9374 SPELLJAMMER SJR6 Greyspace (Nigel Findley; 1992): The entire solar system of Oerth is described in detail; note that this setting faithfully follows the placement of Oerth at the center of its "universe," as implied on page 4 of the 1983 Guide. However, Greyspace discusses spelljamming only in the Flanaess and nowhere else on Oerth. Also, some mathematical errors are evident in this accessory; check all figures given for world areas and world calendars. See comments on Oerth's moons under 1049 SPELLJAMMER AD&D Adventures in Space boxed set. Note the spread of some Flanaess religions across Greyspace and the legend of the "anti�Liga." The cities of Greyhawk, Dyvers, and Irongate are listed as spelljammer ports.
     The "five wandering stars in the Lairs" (also in the "Guide" on page 4) visible from Oerth are not identified, but are assumed to exclude Oerth's two moons; the likeliest candidates are Edill, Gnibile, Conatha, Ginsel, and Greela. The bodies that make up the Grinder, Borka, and the Spectre are probably too small and widely scattered to be clearly seen from Oerth without a small telescope or magical device such as eyes of the eagle. The nine quasi�stars called the Sisters are visible from Oerth (as a single star) but their orbit is perpendicular to the ecliptic, so they do not move within Oerth's zodiac (the Lairs) and are not counted among the five "wandering stars."

NOTE: Other SPELLJAMMER campaign references to the GREYHAWK campaign or Greyspace exist but are obscure (e.g., 9325 Under the Dark Fist (Grant Boucher; 1991), pages 12 and 14); 1065 The Legend of Spelljammer boxed set (Jeff Grubb; 1991), Legends and More booklet, page 7, and Captains and Ships booklet, pages 83�86). The latter introduces the "Mad Beholder of Greyhawk," H'Carth, who seeks the giant ship Spelljammer.


*******************
*** Periodicals ***
*******************

* The Strategic Review (issue/page) *

7/22: "D&D Is Only as Good as the DM" (Gary Gygax; April 1976): This article discusses the GREYHAWK campaign's longevity, second only to Arneson's BLACKMOOR campaign. The GREYHAWK campaign is apparently the only one that followed the D&D and AD&D rules; it is reported that Arneson's BLACKMOOR campaign used variant rules based on the Chainmail game. (Reprinted in Best of The Dragon, a.k.a. Best of DRAGON Magazine anthology, volume I, page 26.)


* DUNGEON(R) Adventures (issue/page) *

6/26: "House of the Brothers" (Mark R. Shipley): Set in the Yeomanry on the border of the Jotens (hex M5�127).

13/3: "The Ruins of Nol�Daer" (H. L. McCleskey): Set in the Wild Coast in the Suss Forest (hex J4�104); two new magical items. NPC villain could be used for future adventures.

19/4: "By the Wayside" (Tim Villademoros): Set in the Hool Marshes (hex B5�127); includes detailed swamp encounters table.

30/22: "Ghazal" (David Howery): Set in Hardby, the Abbor�Alz Hills, and the Bright Desert (Ghazal is in hex W3�91); political set�up is pre�Greyhawk Wars. PCs must rescue Hardby diplomat from Tareg (Suloise) slavers in desert; the Tareg can reappear in future adventures. See corrections in issues #31 (page 76, "The Oops File"��corrects map in issue #30 on page 25) and #32 (page 4, "Ghazal Goofs" letter��corrects map in issue #30 on page 29).

32/60: "Ghost Dance" (David Howery): Adventure begins on northwestern border of Shield Lands, goes through Bandit Kingdoms, into Fellreeve Forest, and ends by the Artonsamay River. American Plains Indians are used as models for the Rovers of the Barrens; many details on Rover culture, magical items, and religion. A new spell, disguise, is said to be used by the Horned Society only. Final battle may be run using the AD&D BATTLESYSTEM(R) rules, if the Rovers fail to use their Ghost Dance��an extremely deadly magical attack. Module has been outdated by the Greyhawk Wars; the Rovers are now virtually destroyed, and Iuz rules the whole region. Still, material from this module could be used to run a "Rover Resistance" campaign against Iuz's troops.

34/center: AD&D(TM) Trading Cards for 1992, including one for the GREYHAWK campaign: "Thalios" (a.k.a. Maltus Vindir), a half�elf spy working as a guard for the Valley of the Mage.

36/40: "The Sea of Sorrow" (Steve Kurtz): This SPELLJAMMER adventure includes some material about Greyspace and its position with relation to several other crystal spheres. Anyone using SPELLJAMMER rules with Oerth should consult this module.

41/46: "Hopeful Dawn" (Gary Lai): Set in Veluna City, Veluna, in 584 CY (Goodmonth 11), after the Greyhawk Wars. Much information given on the Order of Rao.

42/32: "Izek's Slumber" (Gary Lai): "Side Treks" adventure set in the Thieves' Quarter of the City of Greyhawk. A Suel wizard from the time of the Suloise�Baklunish wars appears; interesting background information and Suel NPC villain.

53/7: "Letters": A reader's letter ("Pen Pals") about Castle Hart in Furyondy (from the Castles boxed set) is answered, with updated information from GREYHAWK campaign editor/designer Anne Brown.

53/32: "A Serenade Before Supper" (Andrew Veen): Short GREYHAWK adventure set in a forest inn about 50 miles west of Verbobonc (hex S4�97).

Notes:
    A number of DUNGEON Adventures modules having an African�jungle setting were meant to expand Hepmonaland or the Amedio Jungle in the GREYHAWK campaign or were noted to be suitable there. The author of many of these modules, David Howery, elaborates on his "Fort Thunder" setting in DRAGON issue #189 ("The Dark Continent"); he developed these modules in his own WORLD OF GREYHAWK campaign, and the color map with this article might be the southern part of Hepmonaland. It appears that the jungle setting as designed is not entirely compatible with either jungle region south of the Flanaess (particularly following the Greyhawk Wars), but interested DMs may still attempt conversions. The jungle modules include:

10/3: "The Shrine of Ilsidahur" (John Nephew)

15/49: "The Elephants' Graveyard" (David Howery)

22/13: "The Leopard Men" (David Howery)

34/22: "Rogue" (David Howery): "Side Treks" adventure.

51/20: "Journey to the Center�of�the�World" (Chris Hind)

56/50: "The Land of Men with Tails" (David Howery): Offers updated statistics and information on the froghemoth, pygmies, tropical mammals, and utuchekulu (evil jungle dwarves).

    The presence of items with roots in the GREYHAWK campaign does not mean that a module takes place there; many magical items, monsters, and spells are assumed to have spread across many AD&D worlds, thanks to spelljammers and plane�hopping spells and items. For example, the prison of Zagyg in "The Plight of Cirria," issue #9, and the ring of Boccob in "Threshold of Evil," issue #10, were used just after Unearthed Arcana (which introduced them) had come out. "Out of the Ashes" (issue #17) uses the Vecna legend but is not set in the GREYHAWK campaign. Vecna was not specifically tied to the GREYHAWK campaign early in the evolution of the D&D and AD&D games, and so was adopted into many "home�grown" original campaigns. (See also "Vecna: Legend or Truth?" in "Letters," DUNGEON issue #19, page 2.)
    "The Draven's Deep Menace" (issue #40) is said to be compatible with the GREYHAWK setting (to be set in Gradsul in Keoland), but was actually written and detailed for the DRAGONLANCE campaign. Other generic modules said to be compatible with the GREYHAWK campaign include:

33/6: "That Island Charm" (M. S. Rooney, Patrick Carpenter, Greg Gliedman): Suggested for port and island on Azure Sea. A serious module, but look for "Gilligan's Island" in�jokes.

39/24: "Last of the Iron House" (Jasper Jones): Suggested for area near Elredd on the Wild Coast.

43/8: "Jacob's Well" (Randy Maxwell): Suggested for Burneal, southern Hraak, or northern Fellreev forests.

46/50: "Iron Orb of the Duergar" (Peter Aberg): Suggested for the Archbarony of "Ratnik" (misspelling of Ratik). Offers a duergar artifact and the skiing proficiency. The "Northmen" would then become Frost or Snow Barbarians.

54/8: "Unhallowed Ground" (Dan De Fazio): Suggests use of church of Rao or St. Cuthbert.

     Many of the other adventures detailed in this magazine could be set in the GREYHAWK campaign with only minor work; DMs are strongly encouraged to explore this option. One DUNGEON module that GREYHAWK campaign DMs might find highly interesting is "Twilight's Last Gleaming" (James Jacobs), from issue #35, page 8. This module, which uses material from the MC5 MONSTROUS COMPENDIUM GREYHAWK Appendix, describes the demi�plane of Shadow, which has been repeatedly connected to the GREYHAWK campaign by Gygax and others (see "Lost TSR Material," later in this file).
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*** DUNGEON(R) Adventures: Issues & Dates ***

This magazine has always been bimonthly, so the months are grouped in pairs: J/F = January/February, etc.

	J/F	M/A	M/J	J/A	S/O	N/D
1986	��	��	��	��	1	2
1987	3	4	5	6	7	8
1988	9	10	11	12	13	14
1989	15	16	17	18	19	20
1990	21	22	23	24	25	26
1991	27	28	29	30	31	32
1992	33	34	35	36	37	38
1993	39	40	41	42	43	44
1994	45	46	47	48	49	50
1995	51	52	53	54	55	56
1996	57	58	59	60	61	62


*** DUNGEON(R) Adventures: Volumes & Issues ***

			NUMBERS
	1	2	3	4	5	6
VOL.#��������������������������
I	1	2	3	4	5	6
II	7	8	9	10	11	12
III	13	14	15	16	17	18
IV	19	20	21	22	23	24
V	25	26	27	28	29	30
VI	31	32	33	34	35	36
VII	37	38	39	40	41	42
VIII	43	44	45	46	47	48
IX	49	50	51	52	53	54
X	55	56	57	58	59	60
XI	61	62	63	64	65	66

������������������������������������������������


* POLYHEDRON(R) Newszine (issue/page) *

1/4: "RPGA Interview with E. Gary Gygax" (Gary Gygax, Summer 1981): Details on the original GREYHAWK campaign.

2/4: "RPGA Interview with E. Gary Gygax" (Gary Gygax, Autumn 1981): Details on the original GREYHAWK campaign.

12/16: "Notes for the Dungeon Master: Setting the Milieu" (Gary Gygax; 1983): A discussion of the bull's�eye method of campaign design (concentric circles of increasing detail) and how it applies to the GREYHAWK campaign.

14/18: "Artifacts, Relics, and DM Headaches" (Roger Moore; 1983): Mention is made of a number of GREYHAWK campaign artifacts and possible ways to use them in campaigns.

21/9: "Why Gargoyles Don't Have Wings but Should" (Gary Gygax; 1984): Brief comments on Oerth and its parallel worlds: Earth, Uerth, Yarth, and Aerth, given in increasing order of their magical properties (all less than Oerth), and on proposed articles for the newszine that never materialized. Here, "Aerth" is not written with a ligature; that was apparently added later.

23/8: "The Lighter Side of Encounters" (Skip Williams, April 1984): This article describes events taking place in Frank Mentzer's AD&D Aquaria campaign, which takes place in the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting on a continent west of Oerik. (See notes on Aquaria in "On�Line Services" later, and information on modules R1�R4 under "AD&D 1st Edition Game" in part 2 of the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index.)

25/5: "Notes from HQ: News for August" (Penny Petticord, mid�1984): Announcement that parts of the WORLD OF GREYHAWK campaign, including a city, can be developed by the RPGA Network membership as a cooperative effort. Later announcements in "Notes from HQ" (issues #26, page 5, and #30, page 5) indicate a temperate�climate riverport or seaport was likely, possibly in the Wild Coast. This "shared world" project eventually turned into the LIVING CITY campaign (Ravens Bluff) for the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting.

29/6: "The Lighter Side of Encounters II" (Skip Williams, April 1985): This article describes events taking place in Frank Mentzer's AD&D Aquaria campaign, which takes place in the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting on a continent west of Oerik. (See notes on Aquaria in "On�Line Services" later and information on modules R1�R4 under "AD&D 1st Edition Game" in part 2 of the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index.)

30/9: "In Search of the 12th�Level Mage" (Roger E. Moore): A discussion of fantasy demographics and levels that includes some notes on the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting.

43/25: "New Rogues Gallery: Hodgepodge" (several authors): Four NPCs (by Costa Valhouli) are from the GREYHAWK campaign and are engaged in a private war with a demon prince, Juiblex.

49/7: "Cataclysm: Part Two: The Last Bastion of Bast" (Michael Selinker): This part of a generic adventure includes a detailed encounter with the Cat Lord (Rexfelis), an important figure in the GREYHAWK setting.

58/12: "The Legacy" (Kevin Melka with Keith Polster): GREYHAWK module that starts in the City of Greyhawk and ends near the Hellfurnaces.

86/13: "Golem, Mechanical (Ahmi Vanjuko)" (Bill Connors): A RAVENLOFT campaign monster that is a robotlike golem with the soul and mentality of a human ranger from the City of Greyhawk. Could be a very interesting NPC if he returns to the Flanaess or is encountered in the Ravenloft demiplane by adventurers from Oerth.

90/11: "Spider's Boots of Stealth" (Mike Whelan): Magical boots from Rel Astra in the (former) Great Kingdom.

92/12: "River Rats" (Keith Polster): GREYHAWK module involving the Rhennee and their hasty barge of Nyr Dyv, starting in the City of Greyhawk.

101/6: "The Book of Exalted Deeds: Or slade's Big Project Rolls off the Presses" (Jean Rabe): Interview with Dale "slade" Henson on his ENCYCLOPEDIA MAGICA project, with some references to GREYHAWK magical items.

101/31: "Suel Lich" (Kevin Melka): New undead spellcasting monsters: undead Suloise wizards that escaped the Rain of Colorless Fire and have moved elsewhere since then. Material is also available in "Download of the Month" in TSR Online on America Online (12/20 �� TXT: WoG Suel Lich).

105/6: "Letters: Old Business and New" (David Haendler, RPGA Staff): Comparison of differences in the ways in which lycanthropy is handled in the GREYHAWK and other campaign worlds.

107/8: "Dispel Confusion" (Vince Lehto and RPGA Staff): Comparison of psionics as used in the GREYHAWK and other campaign worlds.

111/15: "A Kingdom for Every Player" (Roger E. Moore): Ways to use BIRTHRIGHT(TM) Domain Sourcebooks to develop kingdoms; a Nyrond�centered campaign is selected as an example.

111/24: "A World of Your Own" (Roger E. Moore): Article includes a brief overview of the GREYHAWK campaign, comparing it to other AD&D campaign worlds. Mention is made of the grugach who came to the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting from the GREYHAWK setting (see "Unpublished TSR Materials").

113/23: "A World of Your Own" (Roger E. Moore): The underdark of Oerth's small moon, Celene (a.k.a. Kule), is developed as a stand�alone campaign setting for drow characters. The Kule setting is linked to drow communities on Oerth and Toril, using many GREYHAWK and FORGOTTEN REALMS products.

Notes:
     "The 384th Incarnation of Bigby's Tomb" (issue #20) is not really a GREYHAWK module; the Bigby described therein is not the one from that campaign. (However, the Bigby shown on the module's first page was deliberately drawn by artist Roger Raupp to resemble Gary Gygax!)
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*** POLYHEDRON(R) Newszine: Issues & Dates ***

POLYHEDRON Newszine began as a seasonal publication, quickly went bimonthly (January/February, March/April, etc.), but rarely published issue dates in its early issues. Its production and mailing schedules tended to slide as the newszine was shuffled aside in Typesetting by projects of higher priority; the match between issues and months for the years 1982�1987 is purely hypothetical. Issue #39 began bimonthly production with dates on the cover; issue #59 began monthly production, which has continued since then. Volume numbers are issued yearly with the January issue, starting with Volume 1 in 1981. Some issues produced and copyrighted at the end of one year were mailed out in January the following year. Copyright dates in early issues were often retained long into the following year (e.g., issues #23�25 kept "1984" as a copyright date into 1985; issues #29�30 kept "1985" as a copyright date into 1986).

#1:	Summer 1981
#2:	Autumn 1981
#3:	Winter 1981/1982

	JAN	FEB	MAR	APR	MAY	JUN	JUL	AUG	SEP	OCT	NOV	DEC
1982	4	��	5	��	6	��	7	��	8	��	9	��
1983	10	��	11	��	12	��	13	��	14	��	15	��
1984	16	��	17	��	18	��	19	��	20	��	21	��
1985	22	��	23	��	24	��	25	��	26	��	27	��
1986	��	28	��	29	��	30	��	31	��	32	��	��
1987	33	��	34	��	35	��	36	��	37	��	38	��
1988	39	��	40	��	41	��	42	��	43	��	44	��
1989	45	��	46	��	47	��	48	��	49	��	50	��
1990	51	��	52	��	53	��	54	��	55	��	56	��
1991	57	��	58	��	59	60	61	62	63	64	65	66
1992	67	68	69	70	71	72	73	74	75	76	77	78
1993	79	80	81	82	83	84	85	86	87	88	89	90
1994	91	92	93	94	95	96	97	98	99	100	101	102
1995	103	104	105	106	107	108	109	110	111	112	113	114
1996	115	116	117	118	119	120	121	122	123	124	125	126


*** POLYHEDRON(R) Newszine: Volumes & Issues ***

						NUMBERS
	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12
VOL.#���������������������������������������������������������
1.	1	2	3	��	��	��	��	��	��	��	��	��
2.	4	5	6	7	8	9	��	��	��	��	��	��
3.	10	11	12	13	14	15	��	��	��	��	��	��
4.	16	17	18	19	20	21	��	��	��	��	��	��
5.	22	23	24	25	26	27	��	��	��	��	��	��
6.	28	29	30	31	32	33	��	��	��	��	��	��
7.	34	35	36	��	��	37*	38*	��	��	��	��	��
8.	39	40	41	42	43	44	��	��	��	��	��	��
9.	45	46	47	48	49	50	��	��	��	��	��	��
10.	51	52	53	54	55	56	��	��	��	��	��	��
11.	57	58	59	60	61	62	63	64	65	66	��	��
12.	67	68	69	70	71	72	73	74	75	76	77	78
13.	79	80	81	82	83	84	85	86	87	88	89	90
14.	91	92	93	94	95	96	97	98	99	100	101	102
15.	103	104	105	106	107	108	109	110	111	112	113	114
16.	115	116	117	118	119	120	121	122	123	124	125	126

* Issues #37 and #38 were erroneously labeled as Volume 7, Numbers 6 and 7, respectively.


***********************************
*** Miscellaneous TSR Materials ***
***********************************

"The Dungeon Hobby Shop" (undated catalog, early 1980s): This provides a listing of all specific WORLD OF GREYHAWK miniatures manufactured by Minifigs ("Mini Figs"). Catalog was sent out for promotional and sales purposes.

TSR trading cards, 1991�1993: Many of these cards depict and describe GREYHAWK campaign items, such as minor characters, major wizards (e.g., Mordenkainen and the Circle of Eight), and artifacts. Unfortunately, the author of this index would go mad trying to list them all individually��perhaps someone braver would care to do this.

NECROPOLIS adventure, DANGEROUS JOURNEYS game (Gary Gygax): On page 4 are details on how the GREYHAWK campaign evolved and the origin of some GREYHAWK campaign ideas. Originally published by Game Designers Workshop (GDW).

Mythic Masters Magazine, volume 1, number 4, December 1993, "The Town Crier" (Gary Gygax): Obituary and remembrance of Gary Gygax's cousin, who was the basis for the GREYHAWK campaign's quasi�deity Heward (see pages 56�57). Originally published by Trigee Enterprises for the DANGEROUS JOURNEYS game.


*********************************
*** Unpublished TSR Materials ***
*********************************

"An Introduction to the FORGOTTEN REALMS [setting]" (Ed Greenwood): In 1991, Ed Greenwood wrote an extensive booklet, for use by TSR designers and editors, on the nature of the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting. He included a note that the grugach of the Misty Vale in the far southern part of Faerun came to this world from the GREYHAWK campaign world; how they did this is not yet known. This Oerth�Toril connection finally appeared in print in POLYHEDRON issue #111, page 25, in "A World of Your Own" but was not detailed.


**************************
*** Lost TSR Materials ***
**************************

This is a list of potential GREYHAWK products that were mentioned in various TSR publications but were never published. No material on these projects is known to exist unless otherwise stated. Some material from the cancelled module Ivid the Undying did see print in DRAGON Magazine.

���� "Tower of Zaeen": Module by Robert Kuntz containing a jester, announced in "From the Sorcerer's Scroll" (Gary Gygax) in DRAGON issue 65, page 9. See The Maze of Zayene under "Miscellaneous Non�TSR Materials."

���� "Maze of Xaene": Module by Gary Gygax, Robert Kuntz, and Eric Shook, in two parts, announced in "From the Sorcerer's Scroll" (Gary Gygax) in DRAGON issue #71, page 9. This module and the previous one are probably the same product. Xaene is an evil NPC wizard from the GREYHAWK campaign, probably one created or run by Robert Kuntz; see mention of same in "From the Sorcerer's Scroll" (Gary Gygax) in DRAGON issue 59, page 24. See The Maze of Zayene under "Miscellaneous Non�TSR Materials."

���� "City of Greyhawk": Gary Gygax's original version, with help from Robert and Terry Kuntz and Eric Shook. The New Infinities novel City of Hawks has the probable map and some details. See "From the Sorcerer's Scroll" (Gary Gygax) in DRAGON issues #35 (page 12), #37 (page 10), and #55 (page 17).

���� "Dungeons of Castle Greyhawk": Gary Gygax's original version, with 50+ levels, presented as a series. "Alice" modules EX1 and EX2 were derived from this campaign. See DRAGON issues #35 (page 12) and #37 (page 10).

���� "Greyhawk Castle and Dungeons": Same as "Dungeons of Castle Greyhawk," above, but with R. Kuntz. See DRAGON issue #55 (page 17).

���� "Shadowland": GREYHAWK adventure into the Plane of Shadow, by Gary Gygax and Skip Williams. See DRAGON issue #37 (page 10).

���� Module on elemental planes of the GREYHAWK campaign, by Gary Gygax with Steve Marsh. See DRAGON issue #35 (page 12).

���� "Armies of Greyhawk": By Gary Gygax and Steve Carpenter of Minifigs. Mass combat rules for the GREYHAWK campaign using WORLD OF GREYHAWK figures once produced by Minifigs. See DRAGON issue #35 (page 12) and #41 (page 28).

���� Small�scale, high�detail maps of the Flanaess, with major NPCs and encounters, done as a series. By Gary Gygax with E. Shook, R. and T. Kuntz. See DRAGON issue #55 (page 17).

���� "Wasp Nest: The City State of Stoink": A city in the Bandit Kingdoms by Gary Gygax. See DRAGON issue #59 (page 6).

���� "Old original" GREYHAWK campaign world, updated, by Gary Gygax. See POLYHEDRON issue #2 (page 4).

���� GODS OF GREYHAWK(TM) book (Gary Gygax): See POLYHEDRON issue #11, page 11; mentioned in passing by Frank Mentzer. Probably meant to be a hardbound. Gygax discusses projected revisions of the AD&D Legends & Lore volume, with references to the WORLD OF GREYHAWK boxed set, in DRAGON issue #103, pages 8�10.

���� L3 Deep Dwarven Delve (Lenard Lakofka): A completed manuscript is said to have existed for this adventure, but it was apparently dropped from the product schedule and lost. Not mentioned in TSR product catalogs; discussed in first WORLD OF GREYHAWK folder log on America Online (see "On�Line Services"). [Do not confuse this product with the FORGOTTEN REALMS accessory 9300 FR11 Dwarves Deep (Ed Greenwood; 1991).]

9184 WG7 Shadowlords: Referenced in 1986 Mail Order catalog, page 7; also in 1986 TSR Product Catalog (Full Line Catalog of Imaginative Books & Games from TSR, Inc., page 17), and in 1987 TSR Product Catalog (Full Line Catalog of Imaginative Books & Games from TSR, Inc., page 46). This product is probably the same as "Shadowland," above. Original ship date: November 1986 (on sale December 1986), 48 pages, by "TSR Staff" (photo mock�up of module shows the names Gary Gygax and Ralph Williams). Project cancelled in early 1986. [Do not confuse this product with D&D module X11 Saga of the Shadow Lord (Stephen Bourne; 1986).]
     The plot described is identical in either reference: "A high�level module set in the WORLD OF GREYHAWK Fantasy World Setting. Journey to the perilous Plane of Shadow to rescue Princess Esterilla and confront the master of that plane...and then find yourself an unexpected guest at a wedding where the guests include a lizardman, a catlord, and a mistress of illusion!"
     The Plane of Shadow, which has long been linked to the GREYHAWK campaign in various ways by Gary Gygax (including his non�TSR Gord stories), has recently been described in great detail in several article and modules in the AD&D game system, though with variations on its name: Manual of the Planes (Jeff Grubb; 1987), page 21 (here the Demi�Plane of Shadow); DUNGEON issue #35, pages 8�24 ("Twilight's Last Gleaming," by James Jacobs); DRAGON issue #213, pages 22�30 ("The Demiplane of Shadow," by Edward Bonny); 1994 PLANESCAPE(TM) boxed set, A DM(TM) Guide to the Planes, page 23 (here the Demiplane of Shadow).

9399 Ivid the Undying (Carl Sargent): Project was to be released in 1993 but was cancelled in 1992, with no maps drawn. Materials were given to DRAGON Magazine, where portions were printed in DRAGON issues #204, 206, and 208 with maps (see Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 2). This material is also available, without maps, from the TSR Online section of American Online, in "Download of the Month" (see "On�Line Services").


***************************************
*** Miscellaneous Non�TSR Materials ***
***************************************

Quag Keep, by Andre Norton (DAW Books): A portion of this novel was published in DRAGON issue #12. This qualifies as the earliest novel set in the GREYHAWK campaign, but not the earliest work of fiction set there (see Gary Gygax's "Gnome Cache" in DRAGON Magazine). Specific material describing the world is difficult to find in the text but interesting, nonetheless.

Sagard the Barbarian Gamebook #1: The Ice Dragon (Gary Gygax, Flint Dille; 1985)
Sagard the Barbarian Gamebook #2: The Green Hydra (Flint Dille, Gary Gygax; 1985)
Sagard the Barbarian Gamebook #3: The Crimson Sea (Gary Gygax, Flint Dille; 1985)
Sagard the Barbarian Gamebook #4: The Fire Dragon (Flint Dille, Gary Gygax; 1986)
    Four multiple�plot "Hero's Challenge" books about a barbarian youth named Sagard, whose world (Yarth) bears some geographical similarities to Oerth's Flanaess, in the region around Ratik, the Frost Barbarians, and the Solnor Ocean (see maps in various books). Magic and technology both work on Yarth. See reference to Yarth in POLYHEDRON issue #21, page 9. Series published by Archway Paperbacks (Pocket Books).

Knight Arrant (Gary Gygax; 1987): Short�story anthology.
City of Hawks (Gary Gygax; 1987): Novel.
Sea of Death (Gary Gygax; 1987): Novel
Come Endless Darkness (Gary Gygax; 1988): Novel.
Dance of Demons (Gary Gygax; 1988): Novel.
     These New Infinities books utilize the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting and contain information on and maps of that world. These books continue Gord's adventures after Gygax's two TSR GREYHAWK novels, and they include maps of the Flanaess, though differences exist in place names and other details between this series and the TSR�published GREYHAWK materials. Some characters previously described in TSR's GREYHAWK modules, particularly the G� and D� series, make appearances in this series as well (e.g., Obmi the dwarf, Eclavdra the drow priestess, Demogorgon, Yeenoghu, Iggwilv, Iuz, Zuggtmoy, Cat Lord). Much of the plot concerns the efforts of various factions to collect or prevent the collection of the pieces of an artifact called the Theorpart, which will awaken the god Tharizdun (see below).
     Some interesting tidbits can be drawn from these books. Sea of Death, for instance, implies that dwarflike beings living in caverns under the "Ashen Desert" (Sea of Dust) are descended from Suloise wizards who survived the "Invisible Firestorm" (Rain of Colorless Fire) in the "City out of Mind" (Forgotten City). The dwarflike beings strongly resemble derro from the AD&D game. On page 15, Iggwilv is named as the mother of Iuz, and Zuggtmoy as Iuz's "lady." See also a description of the ecology of the Ashen Desert on pages 129�134, and mention of some western and southern Oerik nations on page 133. The Valley of the Mage becomes the Valley of the Archimage, ruled by Basiliv, who is also called a Demiurge (a superhuman being).
     City of Hawks has a sketch map of the City of Greyhawk as Gygax imagined it. Several short stories in Knight Arrant are of interest, particularly "Twistbuck's Game" (has details on the City of Greyhawk), "Five Dragon Bowl" (has details on Oriental cultures west of the Flanaess), and "The Weird Occurrence in Odd Alley" (notes gates from Oerth to other worlds and planes).
     In the final novel, Dance of Demons, the evil deity Tharizdun destroys the Flanaess and the rest of Oerth. (Tharizdun was mentioned earlier in #9065 WG4 The Forgotten Temple of Tharizdun, by Gygax.) Gord and his lover are transferred to the world of AErth, later of the DANGEROUS JOURNEYS system.
Shadis issue #9, September 1993, "Fun and Games" (Gary Gygax): Discussion by Gygax on the early years of GREYHAWK world, including the derivation of Mordenkainen's name (see pages 20�22).

���� The Maze of Zayene��Part 1: Prisoners of the Maze (Robert J. Kuntz)
���� The Maze of Zayene��Part 2: Dimensions of Flight (Robert J. Kuntz)
���� The Maze of Zayene��Part 3: Tower Chaos (Robert J. Kuntz)
���� The Maze of Zayene��Part 4: The Eight Kings (Robert J. Kuntz)
     This series of four modules (Creations Unlimited: 1987; written with assistance by Eric Shook) might be derived from the "lost" (announced but unpublished) GREYHAWK modules "Tower of Zaeen" (reported by Gary Gygax in DRAGON issue #65, page 9, to be a Rob Kuntz module containing a jester) and "Maze of Xaene" (reported by Gary Gygax in DRAGON issue #71, page 9, to be a Robert Kuntz and Eric Shook module in two parts). Xaene is an evil NPC wizard from the GREYHAWK campaign, probably one created or run by Robert Kuntz; see mention of Xaene in DRAGON issue #59, page 24. (Xaene is said in later GREYHAWK materials to have become a lich; see part 2 of this index.)
     The four Creations Unlimited modules are supposed to each be a "World of Kalibruhn" adventure, but some plot elements (maze and jester in Part 1; magic items, monsters, and spells from AD&D game) and possible plot�element transpositions (Kalibruhn = GREYHAWK, Zayene = Xaene/Zaeen, King Ovar = Emperor Ivid, Ersillian Kingdom = Great Kingdom) suggest a GREYHAWK connection. Interestingly, Zayene is said to have been the main force behind the corruption of his kingdom. His statistics and history appear in Part 4.


************************
*** On�Line Services ***
************************

America Online's TSR Online section has a GREYHAWK campaign message folder for discussions of gaming topics, activated in February 1995. (Use keyword TSR, then go to TSR Q&A, then to TSR Worlds, then to World of Greyhawk.) Everyone is welcome to join in the stimulating, intelligent, and often heatedly passionate goings�on. The amount of useful new gaming material generated in this folder is extraordinary.

Downloads of previous GREYHAWK folder logs are readily available on AOL. (Use keyword TSR, then go to TSR Libraries, then to Stories, Journals, & Logs.) Old�folder logs are highly recommended for the vast number of campaign ideas they contain. They include (given here with posting date, file name, and log coverage dates):

3/23/95 �� MAC "The World of Greyhawk" MB �� 2/13/95�3/14/95
3/24 �� PC "The World of Greyhawk" MB �� 2/13/95�3/14/95
3/29 �� TXT: World of Greyhawk MB Log �� 2/23/95�3/25/95*
4/23 �� TXT: World of Greyhawk (2) �� 3/25/95�4/12/95
5/25 �� TXT: The World of Greyhawk (3) �� 4/13/95�5/19/95
07/10 �� World of Greyhawk (4) MB �� 5/19/95�7/2/95
08/05 �� TXT: World of Greyhawk (5) MB �� 7/2/95�8/2/95
10/01 �� TXT: World of Greyhawk (6) MB �� 8/2/95�9/24/95
* Coverage dates overlap with previous two logs.


Three log files not yet placed in the Stories, Journals, & Logs section as of this writing (February 12, 1996), but still available in the TSR Worlds section, include:

CLOSED World of Greyhawk (7) �� 9/18/95�10/11/95
CLOSED World of Greyhawk (8) �� 10/8/95�12/15/95
CLOSED World of Greyhawk (9) �� 12/14/95�1/17/96


The TSR Gallery section, under Gamer Art, has the following files of interest:

06/11 �� GIF: Greyhawk Map, NW area ZIp
06/11 �� GIF: Greyhawk Map, NW1
06/11 �� GIF: Greyhawk Map, NW2
06/11 �� GIF: Greyhawk Map, NWC1
06/11 �� GIF: Greyhawk Map, NWC2
08/05 �� GIF: World of Greyhawk, Maps West Section
08/05 �� GIF: World of Greyhawk, Maps SW Section
08/05 �� GIF: World of Greyhawk, Maps SW1
08/05 �� GIF: World of Greyhawk, Maps SW2
08/05 �� GIF: World of Greyhawk, Maps SWC1
08/05 �� GIF: World of Greyhawk, Maps SWC2
11/09 �� Greyhawk Maps, Western GIF
12/10 �� GIF TWoG Map, NE quadrant
12/10 �� GIF TWoG Map, North East Map 1
12/10 �� GIF TWoG Map, North East Map 2
12/10 �� GIF TWoG Map, North East Central 1
12/10 �� GIF TWoG Map, North East Central 2


In the Other Games section of TSR Libraries, the following file presents the first part of a series detailing the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting for players in this campaign. (The material is patterned after PG1 Player's Guide to the DRAGONLANCE Campaign and PG2 Player's Guide to the FORGOTTEN REALMS Campaign.)

02/04 �� TXT Greyhawk Primer (v 0.01) [Celene, Sea Princes, Scarlet Brotherhood, Tusmit, Duchy of Ulek, Zeif]


In TSR Libraries, the Stories, Journals, & Logs section also contains the following files of interest. "Oerth Journal" is an on�line magazine made available by the Council of Greyhawk, an informal organization of GREYHAWK campaign enthusiasts. 

03/30/95 �� World of Greyhawk History
07/25 �� Oerth Journal #1 [includes articles on Oerik's history, County of Sunndi, and Radigast City]
11/06 �� Oerth Journal #2 [includes "Fountain of Pelor" module and article on Lortmil Mountains]
01/07/96 �� TXT: A Winter Knight in Greyhawk [short fiction]
02/03 �� TXT: Best of Greyhawk #1 [useful information from old WORLD OF GREYHAWK folder logs]


The DM Utilities section contains the following file of interest:

6/12/95 �� SAM: Greyhawk Calendar


"Download of the Month" on TSR Online contains the following files of interest to GREYHAWK campaign gamers:

2/24/95 �� TXT: GREYHAWK Material Index [old previous index]
3/21 �� DOS: Ivid the Undying [unpublished TSR module; text only]
3/21 �� MAC: Ivid the Undying [unpublished TSR module; text only]
6/22 �� The Official History [of the Greyhawk Wars, from the GREYHAWK Wars boxed set]
8/29 �� TEXT: Half�Dragons! [some from the Flanaess; from DRAGON issue #206]
10/30 �� TEXT: GREYHAWK Mysterious Places [from GREYHAWK Adventures]
11/06 �� TEXT: GREYHAWK Magical Items [from GREYHAWK Adventures]
11/06 �� Chronomancy and the Multiverse [expanded version from Chronomancer; includes GREYHAWK campaign notes]
12/20 �� TXT: WoG Suel Lich [from POLYHEDRON issue #101, page 31]
02/07 �� GIF: Ivid the Undying Map #1 [from DRAGON issue #204: Twin Cities of the old Great Kingdom]
02/07 �� GIF: Ivid the Undying Map #2 [from DRAGON issue #206: Sea Barons region]
02/07 �� GIF: Ivid the Undying Map #3 [from DRAGON issue #208: Adri Forest]


Additional references might be found by going to TSR Q&A, then to Search TSR Online and typing in specific GREYHAWK campaign keywords (e.g., greyhawk, oerth, flanaess, iuz, etc.).


Downloads of materials relating to the Aquaria campaign are available in AOL's Online Gaming Forums (keyword RPG, then go to RPG Forum Gaming Libraries, then to Game Information and Archives). Aquaria (Aquaerdy="Aqua Aerdy"; Aquarian="Aqua�Oeridian") is said to be the next continent west of Oerik, across the Solnor Ocean in the GREYHAWK campaign. The Aquaria files are not official TSR campaign materials, but four modules taking place in the Aquaria campaign were published by TSR's RPGA(R) Network in the 1980s: R1 To the Aid of Falx, R2 The Investigation of Hydell, R3 The Egg of the Phoenix, R4 Doc's Island (all by Frank Mentzer).
     Note: Some of the files in Game Information and Archives have "Oerth" in their titles, but these are not related to the WORLD OF GREYHAWK campaign; they apparently relate instead to a private SF game.

Part 2
Updated/Corrected: 26 March 1996

     This is the second part of the revised GREYHAWK(R) campaign index, containing all references to the WORLD OF GREYHAWK(R) setting from DRAGON(R) Magazine, issues #1 (June 1976) to #228 (April 1996). The publication dates for issues of DRAGON Magazine are given at the end of this file.
     Since the release of the original "GREYHAWK Material Index" in the TSR Online's "Download of the Month" (2/24/95), additional references and points of interest have come to light. The original index has also been expanded with authors, publishing dates, and commentary. All comments herein reflect the opinion only of myself, Roger E. Moore. I've skipped mention of those TSR products and articles having only passing reference to the GREYHAWK campaign, focusing on those that added something concrete or interesting to the overall topic. (Well, I did add a few humorous minor references.) Extra—special thanks are due to the tireless Erik Mona (Iquander@aol.com) and the able John Rateliff (of TSR, Inc.) for their assistance with this project. My gratitude also goes out to everyone who has participated in TSR Online's WORLD OF GREYHAWK folder on America Online.
     It is very likely that this file will be corrected and updated in the future as more interesting tidbits and cross references to published GREYHAWK materials make themselves known. If anyone has any further references from books, games, magazines, or elsewhere, please drop a message about them to me at TSRRoger@aol.com, and I will do my best to incorporate them into future index updates.
     All issues referred to in this material are assumed to be of DRAGON Magazine, unless otherwise stated.

Abbreviations:
     1980 folio set = #9025 WORLD OF GREYHAWK Fantasy Setting folio set, with gazetteer (Gary Gygax, 1980).
     1983 boxed set = #1015 WORLD OF GREYHAWK Fantasy Setting boxed set (Gary Gygax, 1983).
     1983 Glossography = Glossography booklet from the 1983 boxed set, containing the DM's information.
     1983 Guide = A Guide to the WORLD OF GREYHAWK Setting booklet from the 1983 boxed set, containing the players' information.
     GREYHAWK Adventures = #2023 GREYHAWK Adventures hardbound (ed. James M. Ward, 1988). Note that the term "GREYHAWK Adventures" is also used as the series title for Gary Gygax and Rose Estes' GREYHAWK novels, but is not placed in brackets.
     GREYHAWK Wars = #1068 GREYHAWK Wars boxed set (David "Zeb" Cook, 1991).
     From the Ashes = #1064 From the Ashes boxed set (Carl Sargent, 1992).
     Iuz the Evil = #9399 WGR5 Iuz the Evil accessory (Carl Sargent, 1993).


*******************
*** Periodicals ***
*******************


* DRAGON(R) Magazine (issue/page) *

1/11: "The Search for the Forbidden Chamber," part 1 (Jake Jaquet): Humorous short story mentioning the GREYHAWK campaign briefly. The story ends in issue #2, page 8, without further mention of this campaign. The story is of interest here only because it spawned an early and widespread tradition of having "Greyhawk Construction Company" barricades appear in the sections of dungeons that had not yet been completed by their Dungeon Masters. (Reprinted in Best of The Dragon, a.k.a. Best of DRAGON Magazine anthology (volume I), page 34 (1980 printing); article does not appear in the 1985 "Revised Edition" reprint of this anthology.)
     Other humorous but minor references to the GREYHAWK campaign appear in: issue #86, "Curing the Monty Haul Malady," page 46 (super—characters with AT—AT Walkers and Battlestars conquering Greyhawk); issue #137, "Letters," page 3 (Greyhawk destroyed by super—wizard Waldorf's nuclear bombs); issue #142, "Sage Advice," page 10 ("Is the Temple of Elemental Evil bigger than the Player's Handbook?"); issue #144, "Still More Outrages from the Mages," page 37 (the Drawmij's Instant Death spell); issues #149 and 152, "Letters," page 5 in each (responses to Waldorf letter in #137); issues #153 and 154, "Dragonmirth" (Bigby references in comics); issue #173, page 5, "Letters" (the return of Waldorf); #175, page 7, "Editorial: REEEEEEP!!!" (giant space hamsters in the WORLD OF GREYHAWK campaign); #177, page 7, "Letters: The final word" (Waldorf's final demise); issue #180, page 26, "Your Basic Barbarian" (Greyhawk Memorial E.R.); and #228, page 17, "Final Quest: They Deserved It." See also "Tasteless Song of the Month: Valley Elf" in issue #72, and "U 2 KAN ERN BIG BUX!" in issue #128, later in this index. :)

1/28: "The Gnome Cache" (Gary Gygax, written under the pseudonym of "Garrison Ernst" though the author's true identity was revealed in The Strategic Review issue #7, page 2, top of second column): This was part 1 (chapter 1) of a serialized GREYHAWK novel. Oerth is clearly revealed on page 28 to be much like our Earth, with a modified geographic outline ("Asia is a trifle smaller, Europe and North America a trifle larger....") and a common history with Earth until about 2,500 years ago. Numerous parallel worlds of Earth are also said to exist; see Gygax's references to such worlds in issue #35, page 12, "From the Sorcerer's Scroll," and in POLYHEDRON(R) issue #22, page 9. Dunstan, the main character in "Gnome Cache," apparently reappears as an early king of Nyrond in the 1983 Guide (page 29) and From the Ashes (Atlas of the Flanaess, page 31), despite the fact that he kills a "Nehrondland" (Nyrondese) soldier in issue #6. See also Dunstan's anomalous appearance in issue #65.
     In part 1 of "Gnome Cache," Dunstan, of the House of Rodigast, robs his merchant father's strongbox in his home town of Endstad in the kingdom of Thalland (the Great Kingdom?) and sets out to find adventure. He is remarkably self—centered and lacking in conscience, given that he sets out to become a hero by robbing his own family. The Overking of Thalland lives in the city of Rauxes, so bits of what was to become the publishing WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting are starting to appear. Endstad, a human town, probably later became Enstad, capital of Celene.

2/6: "The Gnome Cache" (No author named, though it would be "Garrison Ernst," a pseudonym of Gary Gygax): Serialized novel, part 2 (chapter 2). Dunstan comes to rest at a shrine to Saint Cuthburt of the Cudgel (later St. Cuthbert, the first mention of this worthy in any GREYHAWK material), then is misled to believe a band of thieves is really a group of honest heroic adventurers. Dunstan demonstrates a stunning skill at lying as an aspect of his sociopathy. The first line of the story here is: "Balls!"

3/11: "The Search for the Gnome Cache" ("Garrison Ernst," pseudonym of Gary Gygax): Serialized novel, part 3 (chapters 3 and 4). Note title change. Dunstan runs afoul of bandits, escapes, and gets himself a follower, Mellerd. Note the appearance of proper names that seem to reappear in modified form and a different context when the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting is finalized in the 1983 boxed set (e.g., Lake Dyrn =? Nyr Dyv; Upplands of Nyrn =? Nyrond or Nyr Dyv; "waters o' Nyrn" =? Nyr Dyv; Rodigast =? Radigast City). The geography of the Great Kingdom described on page 12 seems unfamiliar (Monley Isles? Silent Forest? Far Pass?), though Rauxes is still the capital; one wonders what the earliest campaign maps looked like. Dunstan also utters an oath ("Praise God") which sounds curious in light of the campaign's pantheism.

5/29: "The Gnome Cache" ("Garrison Ernst," pseudonym of Gary Gygax): Serialized novel, part 4 (chapter 5). Dunstan's abilities at lying and duplicity are put to the test; little other action appears here except for selling his stolen horse, planning to join a caravan, and cheating Mellerd of his wages.

6/22: "Gnome Cache" ("Garrison Ernst," pseudonym of Gary Gygax): Serialized novel, part 5 (chapter 6). Dunstan travels past Blackmoor Castle (in the village of Blackmoor; castle is a border keep) and into "Nehron" (later Nyrond), where he and the caravan are attacked; Dunstan kills a Nehron soldier as the former flees the fight. Interestingly, the Nehron government is depicted as possibly evil, and the Overking's realm as good. Place references are still interesting if unfamiliar: kingdom of Kimbry (Kimbry Vale), towns of Rheyton and Weal, citizens called Thallites (citizens of the Overking). Men from Kimbry or Nehron are "northerners."

7/7: "Designers Forum: Gary Gygax on Dungeons & Dragons: Origins of the Game" (Gary Gygax): Gygax discusses the origins of the GREYHAWK campaign, including some of the place names (Blackmoor, the Great Kingdom) and earliest players. (Reprinted in Best of The Dragon, a.k.a. Best of DRAGON Magazine anthology (volume I), page 29 (1980 printing) or page 27 (1985 "Revised Edition" reprint).) See also "The Sorcerer's Scroll" in issue #26 for further details.

7/28: "Gnome Cache" ("Garrison Ernst," pseudonym of Gary Gygax): Serialized novel, part 6 (chapter 7). Dunstan and Mellerd continue fleeing the battle, lost in Nehron; they discover that Nehronlanders are attacking the borders of the Great Kingdom, and have taken Blackmoor Castle. Dunstan's hatred for Nehron is very clear——a curious thing if he is the same Dunstan who became Nyrond's king! At the very end of this segment, Dunstan apparently meets followers of the demigod Wastri, the Hopping Prophet, who are chasing a dwarf. No further material on this story was ever published or referred to again. The last lines are worth repeating: "`Great Gods!' expostulated the startled errant. `It is a dwarf being pursued by a pack of giant toads and weirdly hopping men!'" (For more on Wastri, see DRAGON issue #71, page 52, "The Deities & Demigods of the World of Greyhawk.")

9/5: "Designers Forum: Varied Player Character and Non—Player Character Alignment in the DUNGEONS & DRAGONS Game" (Gary Gygax): Brief mention is made of alignments in the GREYHAWK campaign, with some details on the original version of the Free City of Greyhawk.

12/22: "Quag Keep" (Andre Norton): An introductory portion of Norton's 1978 GREYHAWK novel, Quag Keep, is previewed here. The scene takes place in the City of Greyhawk, when the adventurers are assembling for their quest.

17/6: "Faceless Men & Clockwork Monsters: A DUNGEONS & DRAGON [sic] Adventure Aboard the Starship Warden" (Gary Gygax): This is a description of an adventure, written as fiction, based on a WINTER FANTASY(TM) adventure that began in Castle Greyhawk with Gary Gygax as the DM. The quest was completed by Jim Ward (as DM) and a new group of players, mixing the GREYHAWK campaign and the 1976 Metamorphosis Alpha game. (See issue #19, page 23, "A Brief Addendum to Faceless Men and Clockwork Monsters.") A group of humans and gnolls are sent by a cursed scroll to the starship Warden. Interestingly, pistols are well known to some of the inhabitants of the City of Greyhawk (see comments on page 8); it is possible that the wizard who was seen with the pistol was Murlynd (see "Greyhawk's World," issue #71; also see editorial comment in Ed Greenwood's "A Second Volley" in Best of DRAGON Magazine, Vol. V, page 22, bottom of first column, 1986 printing). After many dramatic adventures, several members of the group stay aboard the starship Warden, joining a political group called the Vigilists and planning further adventures there. (See issue #30, page 22, "From the Sorcerer's Scroll" for more.)
     One of the original PCs in this adventure was a chaotic—evil wizard named Neb Retnar, who lost his ability to cast spells in combat with a Warden mutant using the De—evolution power. He may well be the same person as Neb Rentar (note two—letter transposition) from Iuz the Evil, page 5. There, a "powerful fighter going by the name of Neb Rentar" is said to have been present when Iuz was freed from his imprisonment in 570 CY. The "backwash of chaotic evil magic" left when Iuz fled the battle is noted to have changed the alignment of this fighter, who had previously been in the company of the wizards Tenser and Bigby. Neb is now said to wander the region of Verbobonc, Dyvers, and the Gnarley Forest. If this is the same man, he likely changed classes after 570, became a chaotic—evil wizard, but lost all his wizard powers during his sojourn on the Warden. He may have taken some technological treasure back to Oerth with him, which could make the current (evil warrior) Neb Retnar extremely dangerous.
     For an amusing in—joke connected to the Warden, see module #9032 C1 The Hidden Shrine of Tamoachan, page 11, area #19, the "strange, coppery figurine" (spell its name backwards and study the description carefully). Surely the mad punster Zagyg is responsible.

17/24: "Boredom and the Average D&D Dungeon" (Jim Ward): Jim Ward mentions Gygax's Greyhawk Castle campaign and a nasty level therein full of machinery and "industrial" traps.

19/3: "The Battle for Snurre's Hall" (Bryan and Kathy Bullinger, Timothy Kask): GREYHAWK module action (G3 Hall of the Fire Giant King) played out in tournaments at Origins '78 is described by two of the players, with many useful and clever PC tactics. Another article in this issue, "How Many Ettins Is a Fire Giant Worth? Competitive D&D(R)," by Bob Blake (page 6) has nothing of use to GREYHAWK campaigns.

19/23: "A Brief Addendum to Faceless Men & Clockwork Monsters" (Gary Gygax): This tidbit merely names the players whose GREYHAWK characters were sent by cursed scroll to the starship Warden, the subsequent adventure being played out later by other players (see "Faceless Men & Clockwork Monsters" in issue #17). Gygax ran the original game, and Jim Ward ran the later action aboard the Warden.

26/28: "From the Sorcerer's Scroll: D&D, AD&D and Gaming" (Gary Gygax): A history of the development of the AD&D and D&D game, with notes on the birth of the GREYHAWK campaign. This makes fascinating reading for those curious about this topic. (Reprinted in Best of DRAGON Monthly Adventure Role—Playing Aid, Vol. II, a.k.a. Best of DRAGON Magazine anthology, volume II; page 39, "Looking Back, and to the Future," 1981 printing.) See also "Designer's Forum" in issue #7 for further details.

30/12: "From the Sorcerer's Scroll: New Setting for the Adventure" (Gary Gygax): Details on the GREYHAWK campaign, including a proposed adventure in which characters go to the modern world from a city in the Flanaess. This article contains the important rule: "Gunpowder and explosives will not function on the World of Greyhawk." (See also Gygax's comments in the AD&D 1st Edition Dungeon Master's Guide (1979), page 113, "Transferral Of Fire Arms To The AD&D Campaign.")
     Ed Greenwood later greatly expanded this material for the AD&D game in his article, "Modern Monsters," in issue #57. The publication of further articles by Ed Greenwood on using primitive firearms in the AD&D game (issue #60, page 24, "Firearms: First guns were not much fun"; issue #70, page 31, "A Second Volley: Taking another shot at firearms, AD&D style") provoked a short negative response from Gygax in issue #66, page 4 ("Out on a Limb: Gary on gunpowder"), in which he stated that such have no place in the game——though, as noted in issues #17 and #71, Gygax himself made allowances for them in his GREYHAWK campaign!
     As a result of this disagreement, the different views of Gygax and Greenwood were made official for their respective game worlds. The SPELLJAMMER(R) boxed set (#1049, 1989, by Jeff Grubb), in Lorebook of the Void (page 89), bans the use of smoke powder and firearms on the world of Oerth, though such devices work elsewhere in Greyspace. (See also #9506 Chronomancer, page 79.) However, smoke powder firearms are allowed to function on Toril (the planet of the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting) and are in fact becoming widespread there, following the Time of Troubles, a.k.a. the Avatar crisis (see #2106 FORGOTTEN REALMS Adventures, pages 11—13 and 20; SPELLJAMMER boxed set, Lorebook of the Void, page 93; FORGOTTEN REALMS boxed set (#1085, 1993), A Grand Tour of the Realms, pages 108—109, "Lantan"; #8561 Realms of Magic (1995 fiction anthology), "Smoke Powder and Mirrors," by Jeff Grubb, and "Gunne Runner," by Roger E. Moore).
     Mention is also made in issue #30 (page 22) of further activities of the ex—GREYHAWK campaign adventurers now called the Vigilists, aboard the starship Warden (see first tales about them in issue #17, page 6). Will they someday come home, or will they be joined by other adventurers? Only your DM knows for sure. Note that the AM7 AMAZING ENGINE(R) Metamorphosis Alpha to Omega game (#2708) has a teleporter aboard the Warden, hidden within a small alien starship attached to the Warden's hull, and it is capable of bringing in characters from other worlds.

31/28: "From the Sorcerer's Scroll: Books Are Books, and Games Are Games, and Never the Twain..." (Gary Gygax): Details are given on the origins of certain GREYHAWK modules (G— and D—series) and the drow. The unique nature of the drow, as depicted in AD&D game literature, is made very clear here. Gygax says that the D—series modules "owe little, if anything, to fiction." He claims that drow are mentioned in The Fairy Mythology by [Thomas] Keightley (d. 1872), or in The Secret Commonwealth (actual title: The Secret Commonwealth of Elves, Fauns and Fairies, by Robert Kirk (d. 1692). However, nothing of the sort appears in the latter, and the former has only the dark elves of Scandinavian legend (see the recent reprint of The Fairy Mythology: The World Guide to Gnomes, Fairies, Elves and Other Little People (Avenel Books (Crown Publishers Inc.): New York, 1978), page 78 and the illustration opposite page 79). Gygax states that the drow "served as an ideal basis for the creation of a unique new mythos designed especially for [the AD&D game]." He also allows for the use of drow and half—drow player characters, given penalties for entering the surface, daylight world. (Reprinted in Best of DRAGON Monthly Adventure Role—Playing Aid, Vol. II, a.k.a. Best of DRAGON Magazine anthology, volume II; page 45, "Books Are Books, and Games Are Games," 1981 printing.)
     Since their creation, drow have found their way into the FORGOTTEN REALMS(R), SPELLJAMMER, and RAVENLOFT(R) campaigns as well as the GREYHAWK setting. They remain one of the most potent and enduring of TSR's unique game—based monsters, perhaps rivalled only by beholders, liches, and mind flayers.

35/12: "From the Sorcerer's Scroll: What's Ahead for TSR?" (Gary Gygax): Many GREYHAWK projects are discussed, some never printed; see "Lost TSR Materials" in the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1. Gygax mentions the possibility that the "planes which surround the AD&D Prime Material Plane are repeated ad infinitum around parallel worlds" (see mention of same in issue #1, page 28, "Gnome Cache," and in POLYHEDRON issue #21, page 9, "Why Gargoyles Don't Have Wings But Should"), so that there would be an infinite number of each Outer or Inner Plane, plus an infinite number of any deities who call that plane home; this possibility was thrown out by TSR when the SPELLJAMMER rules were published in 1989, so only one of each outer plane exists for all known worlds. However, in actual practice every DM reshapes the other planes to his liking; for instance, Ed Greenwood described how he arranged the deities and devils of the Nine Hells for his FORGOTTEN REALMS campaign in issue #75, page 17, "The Nine Hells, Part 1."
     At this article's end, the disappointing results of the journey to the modern world from the GREYHAWK campaign are duly noted. (Ernie the Barbarian wisely avoided it!)

37/10: "From the Sorcerer's Scroll: Greyhawk: The Shape of the World" (Gary Gygax): The development of the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting in Gygax's home campaign is described, in particular the City of Greyhawk and the Greyhawk Castle dungeons. Many GREYHAWK projects are discussed, some never printed; see "Lost TSR Materials" in the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1. Also, levels, armies, and locations are given for Bigby, Mordenkainen, Robilar, Tenser, and "Erac's Cousin," with highly interesting notes: Bigby was once Mordenkainen's apprentice, Robilar freed a demon and had his castle sacked by Good forces, and Otto worked for Robilar, who was lawful evil. (The demon that Robilar freed must have been Iuz, as per the description of the event in 570 CY, from Iuz the Evil, page 5.) The lowest level noted among these wizards was for Erac's Cousin, who was at least 16th level as a magic—user. More details on some of these characters appear in the AD&D accessory #9031 Rogues Gallery.

38/22: "From the Sorcerer's Scroll: Good Isn't Stupid, Paladins & Rangers, and Female Dwarves Do Have Beards!" (Gary Gygax): As the reader can tell from the title, Gary is insistent that female dwarves have beards, so one must assume that those in the GREYHAWK campaign have them as well. This issue arose earlier and developed into a strange controversy that raged in DRAGON Magazine's letters column for years. (The reader will be spared a list of references here.) If you do use bearded female dwarves in your GREYHAWK campaign, then see the last article on the subject: in issue #109, page 28, "Worth Its Weight in Gold," by John Olson. The article covers the topic of dwarf beards (male and female) nicely and makes references to dwarven deities that have been made a part of the GREYHAWK campaign——and it shows pictures of what bearded female dwarves look like, too.

39/32: An Armory advertisement lists the licensed Minifigs GREYHAWK miniatures, with illustrations of a few figures like the dragonnel riders and bare—breasted amazons (but not Iuz and his evil halfling minions, alas).

41/28: An Armory advertisement lists the licensed Minifigs GREYHAWK miniatures, as per above. Note the added cover of the 1980 folio set.

42/16: "From the Sorcerer's Scroll: Making Monsters Meaningful" (Gary Gygax): Two spells missing from module #9017 G2 The Glacial Rift of the Frost Giant Jarl (set in the GREYHAWK campaign) are given here: crystalbrittle and energy drain.

43/12: "Survival Tips for the Slave Pits" (David "Zeb" Cook): Gaming techniques are given for getting through the four A1—A4 Slave Lords modules set in the Pomarj. The action described was from the GEN CON(R) XIII game convention in 1980. Two later articles which mention the Slave Pits scenarios as used at this convention (both under the heading, "The Slave Pits Revisited," by Philip Meyers and Frank Mentzer, in issue #49, page 8) have nothing of use for GREYHAWK campaigns, as they focus on organizing the AD&D Open Tournament.

43/16: "Sage Advice" (numerous authors): On page 17, the Hand of Vecna is said by Jean Wells (TSR, Inc.) to operate at the 21st level of ability.

46/48: "Three Views of Greyhawk" (several authors): Three articles reviewing the long—delayed 1980 folio set ("The Wait Was Worth It," by Jeff Seiken; "A Universal Constant," by Kenneth W. Burke; "The Official Word: `Grey' Areas Were Made That Way," by Lawrence Schick, TSR Hobbies, Inc.). These articles are important because some of their criticisms were taken into account in the 1983 boxed set, especially on racial and religious issues. Sadly, information on major wizards of the Flanaess was not given in the 1983 boxed set. Much of the material added to make the 1983 boxed set was published first in DRAGON Magazine (see later references). The little—noted but important map of Oerik first appeared in the 1980 folio set.

52/18: "Leomund's Tiny Hut" (Lenard Lakofka): Tables giving the origins and languages of PCs in the GREYHAWK campaign are introduced and corrected by Gary Gygax, with an appendix by Gygax giving the human racial types of the Flanaess. Though some errors seem apparent, such as the omission of the Hold of the Sea Princes in one table, "Birthplaces for human characters," this may be because these regions are predominant evil, and the tables are supposed to include only countries with mostly non—evil alignments. This material, offered as an addendum to the 1980 folio set, was later adopted into the 1983 boxed set.

55/17: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: More "meat" for Greyhawk" (Gary Gygax): Aside from listing some GREYHAWK projects that were never completed, Gygax offers considerable detail on the human races of the Flanaess (coloration, dress, etc.). Much of this material was later adopted into the 1983 boxed set. This is the first "Scroll" column with a misspelled title.

56/18: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: Protection circles and the like, plus news of the north central Flanaess" (Gary Gygax): Aside from describing protective circles and the like, Gygax details events among the Wolf Nomads, Iuz's lands, the Horned Society, the Bandit Kingdoms, the Duchy of Tenh, and the Rovers of the Barrens for the years 577—579 CY, shortly after the starting dates for the 1980 folio set and 1983 boxed set. Many humanoids from the FIEND FOLIO(R) tome are mentioned (flinds, norkers, ogrillons, xvarts), with interesting bits like the centaur members of the Rovers, the war between the Hierarchs and the Combination of Free Lords (Bandit Kingdoms), the war between Tenh and the Pale, and a tribal census of the Rovers. Dedicated GREYHAWK campaign DMs should examine this article carefully!

57/13: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: Developments from Stonefist to South Province" (Gary Gygax): The action in Stonefist, the lands of the "cold" barbarians, Ratik, Bone March, South Province, Sunndi, Idee, Irongate, and Onnwal is detailed from 577 to the spring of 579 CY. The orcs of Bone March are said to belong to the Vile Rune and Death Moon tribes, from the Monster Manual I (see "Orc"); much information is given on the disintegrating Great Kingdom and its fights with its neighbors. Sadly, many "current events" columns planned described at the beginning of this one were never completed.

59/6: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: Cantrips: Minor magics for would—be wizards" (Gary Gygax): Mention is made here of several planned GREYHAWK products, one of which never appeared.

59/24: "Notes from the WORLD OF GREYHAWK Fantasy Setting: The Great Kingdom and the Knights of Doom" (Rob Kuntz): GREYHAWK campaign details here include hostile press between Pholtus clerics in Rauxes and "OverKing Irvid" (the Overking, Ivid, misspelled throughout), news about "Xaene the accursed, cavorter with demons, arch—enemy of the Mages' Guild at Rauxes," and game information on Xaene's aptly named Demonic Knights of Doom, who lead "Irvid's" armies. The Great Kingdom is noted to have Eastern and Western Provinces as well as Northern and Southern ones. The units of the Knights of Doom are detailed down to unit colors and battlefield behaviors. "Irvid" is stated to be a wizard who helped Xaene create the Knights of Doom, which oddly are of all three evil alignments. See the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1, "Lost TSR Materials" ("Tower of Zaeen" and "Maze of Xaene") and "Miscellaneous Non—TSR Materials" (Maze of Zayene) for more unofficial information on Xaene. Official material on this arch—villain can be found throughout the AOL "Download of the Month" file, "Ivid the Undying," which consists of the complete text of an unpublished GREYHAWK accessory. See also #9253 WG8 Fate of Istus, "Rauxes: Down with the Wizard" (also by Robert J. Kuntz), pages 69—82, for a complete description of Xaene the Accursed's truly accursed new form.

61/6: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: Now you see them: Cantrips for the aspiring illusionist" (Gary Gygax): The first paragraph makes it clear that the GREYHAWK campaign Gary ran at home was in a continual state of evolution, with new AD&D rules often being tested there before publication.

63/8: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll" (Gary Gygax): GREYHAWK campaign barbarians, from the "cold" barbarians to the Rovers down to the Amedio Jungle and Hepmonaland, are described on page 11, as part of an article on the newly offered barbarian class in the AD&D 1st Edition game. (This material reappeared later in Unearthed Arcana.) The three "cold" barbarians are noted as similar to Scandinavian ones (Vikings), the Stonefist barbarians are Slavic in nature, the Rovers (as usual) seem like American Indians, the Nomads like Mongols, and the Amedio Jungle and Hepmonaland natives like those in the Amazon or Congo rain forests.

63/14: "Where the Bandits Are" (Kim Mohan): A one—page color map of the Bandit Kingdoms in the GREYHAWK campaign appears, showing borders within the Combination of Free Lords as of spring 579, with a table of statistics for leaders and armies. This information should be compared carefully with the information in Iuz the Evil, pages 47—54, "The Bandit Lands," and compared against the layout on the inserted color map.

63/15: "Greyhawk's World: News, Notes and Views of the GREYHAWK Campaign: Events of the Eastern and Southern Flanaess" (Robert Kuntz): Considerable detail on the Great Kingdom appears here, with news up to spring 579 for the Sea Barons, North Province, the See of Medegia, and naval actions on the Solnor Ocean. Errata is offered for the 1980 folio set, pointing out that the capital of Medegia is Mentrey, not Rel Astra, which is semi—independent. ("Overking Ivid" is corrected spelled here.) It is clear from this and previous columns of "current events" (issues #56, 57, and 59) that the Flanaess is heading for a major land war covering many regions; the Greyhawk Wars detailed in the boxed sets GREYHAWK Wars and From the Ashes seem logical and well grounded, given a study of this information.

64/13: "Greyhawk's World: News, Notes and Views of the GREYHAWK Campaign: Events of the Eastern and Southern Flanaess" (Gary Gygax): New details on religions and priests for some GREYHAWK setting humanoids are given (flinds, norkers, ogrillons, and xvarts, all from the FIEND FOLIO tome), and the xvart/rat/bat god Raxivort is first described. (Xvarts seem to have now disappeared from the AD&D game, but Raxivort lives on, with some changes, as an Oeridian rat/wererat deity; see Reference Card #4, "Powers of Greyhawk," in From the Ashes.) If there are werebats in the Flanaess, they might find Raxivort to their liking.

65/11: "Greyhawk's World: News, Notes and Views of the GREYHAWK Campaign: Events of the Eastern and Southern Flanaess" (Robert Kuntz): Here, it is said that a declaration of war was made in late Needfest 578 between Nyrond, Almor, and allies against the Great Kingdom. The news includes naval actions in Spindrift Sound, a bizarre tale from the Spindrift Islands, and the mustering of armies in Almor and Nyrond, with extra forces from the Urnst states. This war likely ended quickly but restarted anew with the Greyhawk Wars a few years later (see GREYHAWK Wars and From the Ashes).
     Strangely, Nyrond's armies are commanded by "King Dunstan" (see notes about same in Gygax's "Gnome Cache," issue #1, earlier in this file), even though Archbold III is listed as Nyrond's king in both the 1983 boxed set and From the Ashes. King Dunstan I is listed as a historical figure in both sets, the one in charge when the Urnst states and the Pale separated from Nyrond.

65/31: "ROLE PLAYING GAME ASSOCIATION(TM) Bulletin" (uncredited, actually by Frank Mentzer): This brief article describes the four published R—series modules, which were shown to be connected to the GREYHAWK campaign in #6063 R4 Doc's Island. It also gives notes on other planned modules that never appeared but were not stated to be part of the GREYHAWK campaign. (A shame, too, since R7—10 would have been The `Dwarven' Quest for the Rod of Seven Parts.)

67/10: "Featured Creatures" (Gary Gygax): Valley and wild (grugach) elves and cooshees (elven dogs) of the GREYHAWK campaign appear, with notes on where the valley elves go raiding. A useful non—GREYHAWK campaign article on wild elves appears in issue #155, "Wild in the Woods," page 10, by Eric Oppen.

67/23: "The Deities & Demigods of the World of Greyhawk" (Gary Gygax): This start of a new series includes details on Heironeous, Hextor, Iuz, and St. Cuthbert, with notes on their priesthoods and new "standard" divine abilities. Hextor, brother of Heironeous, is noted to be the main deity of the Great Kingdom. For the status of and details on Iuz and his domains after the Greyhawk Wars, see Iuz the Evil. Details on the Mace of St. Cuthbert may be found by word search ("mace of") in the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Parts 1 and 2.

68/24: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: Be the first to cast these new high level spells": (Gary Gygax): New 5th—9th level spells are given, some apparently developed by wizards from the Flanaess: Evard, Leomund, Melf, Mordenkainen, and Otiluke. Of these five, Melf is noted to be the PC of Luke Gygax (Gary's son), Mordenkainen Gary's own PC, Leomund Len Lakofka's PC, and the other two being NPCs of the campaign. More details on some of these characters appear in the AD&D accessory #9031 Rogues Gallery.

68/42: "Weather in the World of Greyhawk" (David Axler): A superbly detailed system for determining weather and lunar phases for the Flanaess, probably applicable to all of Oerik. This material was later adopted into the 1983 boxed set. Of particular interest are the tables covering the game effects of different weather patterns, special weather and terrain events, information on the size of Oerth, and astronomical information. Included is a cardboard DM's screen of weather tables. Some errors appear (e.g., "All rivers flow in a general direction toward the equator") and the daily weather roll—up procedure is lengthy, but the material is still fascinating and useful. See letters in issues #70 (page 3, "Tides and rivers") and #73 (page 4, "Chilly comments," and page 88, "Just one more tide") for readers' reactions, and issue #77 (page 3, "Weather words") for the response.

68/63: "The Deities & Demigods of the World of Greyhawk" (Gary Gygax): Statistics and information on Celestian, Fhlarlanghn, Ehlonna, Pholtus, and Trithereon (and their priesthoods) appear. Celestian, here shown as a deity concerned with the Astral Plane, became a deity also closely connected with wildspace travel in many SPELLJAMMER products (e.g., #9374 SJR6 Greyspace, page 89; #2130 CGR1 The Complete Spacefarer's Handbook, pages 82—84).

69/27: "The Deities & Demigods of the World of Greyhawk" (Gary Gygax): Istus and Obad—Hai are detailed with their priesthoods. Also present is a description of time elementals (as servants of Istus), which were revised later as time dimensionals (see #9506 Chronomancer, page 95). Anyone interested in time elementals should consult DUNGEON issue #24, page 26, "A Hitch in Time."

70/20: "The Deities & Demigods of the World of Greyhawk" (Gary Gygax): Boccob, Zagyg, and Olidammara (and priesthoods) are described. It is worth a thought that Zagyg has the ability to capture lesser gods (!) and alter their abilities (!!), and that Zagyg can "travel all planes and is the bane of many." One wonders what trouble he has been causing elsewhere. (For some ideas, see comments in this file for issue #78, page 4, "Out on a Limb.") See comments on Boccob's amazing intelligence (INT 26) in "Letters," issue #107, page 3.

71/9: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: New druid spells . . . naturally!" (Gary Gygax): The nonhuman deities previously published in the DEITIES & DEMIGODS(TM) Cyclopedia and in DRAGON Magazine (dwarves: issue #58, page 31; halflings: issue #59, page 52; elves: issue #60, page 9; gnomes: issue #61, page 31; orcs: issue #62, page 28; other humanoids: issue #63, page 25) are made official and allowed for use in GREYHAWK campaigns, with slight changes. Some nonhuman gods were later reprinted from their first appearance in DRAGON Magazine in: Unearthed Arcana (Appendix S, pages 109—122); Best of DRAGON Magazine, Vol. III (pages 3—34) and V (pages 54—57); and #2128 DMGR4 Monster Mythology (throughout). The inclusion of these nonhuman gods in the GREYHAWK campaign is further referenced in issue #96, page 8, "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll," and made completely official for GREYHAWK campaign use in From the Ashes, Atlas of the Flanaess, pages 80 and 96. See issue #176, page 10, "Servants of the Seldarine," for details on elven priesthoods for GREYHAWK campaign use, and #177, page 82, "Defenders of the Hearth," for the same for halfling priesthoods. For a missing elven deity's priesthood and avatar, updated to AD&D 2nd Edition statistics, see issue #191, page 22, "The Elven Pantheon--Completed!" for Rillifane Rallathil.)
     Additionally, some GREYHAWK modules in the works are named in this article, one of which was never published. (See "Lost TSR Materials" in the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1.)

71/19: "Greyhawk's World" (Gary Gygax): Three quasi—deities and a hero—deity of the GREYHAWK campaign are described, all of whom were adopted later into the 1983 boxed set. The quasi—deities each have several magical items or spells named for them in various modules and rulebooks (e.g., Heward's handy haversack (item), Heward's Mystical Organ (artifact), Keoghtom's ointment (item), Murlynd's spoon (item), Murlynd's ogre and Murlynd's void (spells from EX2 The Land Beyond the Magic Mirror)). Two of the quasi—deities, Heward and Murlynd, have apparently visited our own Earth. (For details, see #9506 Chronomancer, page 88; #9073 EX2 The Land Beyond the Magic Mirror, pages 4—8; 1983 Guide, pages 34—36.) One version of Heward's past (accurate or not) is given with details on his Mystical Organ in various AD&D 2nd Edition sources; search on the keyword "Heward" in the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1. Heward, Murlynd, Keoghtom, and Kelanen are named as members of the group that imprisoned Iuz in c. 505 CY, in Iuz the Evil, page 5.
     Strangely, the statistics given for Murlynd in EX2 (page 8) do not match those given for him in issue #71 and the 1983 boxed set; perhaps his statistics change from world to world or plane to plane. Murlynd——a psionic colorblind paladin/wizard cowboy using guns and technological—based wizardry——remains one of the most bizarre and intriguing NPCs in the whole GREYHAWK setting.
     It is strange, too, that Kelanen, the sole known "hero—deity" of the GREYHAWK (or any other) setting, has so little else written about him or his goals in the Flanaess. Minor references to him appear in #9360 WGR2 Treasures of Greyhawk, page 51 ("On the Town"); #9253 WG8 Fate of Istus, page 39 (a temple to Kelanen is in Elredd on the Wild Coast); and Iuz the Evil, page 5 (see above).

71/52: "The Deities & Demigods of the World of Greyhawk" (Gary Gygax): The evil deities Erythnul, Incabulos, Nerull, Ralishaz, and Wastri are described with their priesthoods. Wastri, like Iuz, lives in the Flanaess (Wastri is in the Vast Swamp).

72/48: "Tasteless Song of the Month: Valley Elf" (anonymous, but actually by Roger E. Moore). This GREYHAWK campaign—based parody of Frank Zappa's "Valley Girl" is consistently voted as one of the 10 worst things ever written about the GREYHAWK campaign. The author is very proud of this achievement.

78/4: "Out on a Limb: Copyright query" (Peter Ellis and Kim Mohan): Short query about the copyright status of GREYHAWK modules #9072 EX1 Dungeonland and #9073 EX2 The Land Beyond the Magic Mirror (the "Alice" adventures); Lewis Carroll's works are in the public domain and open for common use. This letter provokes the idea of having the mad Zagyg create other fantasy pocket universes, partial planes, demiplanes, etc., based on Earthly public—domain literature. This writer strongly suggests the works of Jonathan Swift (Gulliver's Travels), George MacDonald (Lilith, Phantastes), Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (The Lost World), Rudyard Kipling (The Jungle Book), H. Rider Haggard (King Solomon's Mines, She), and——if the DM wishes to terrify or slay armies of player characters wholesale——Edgar Allan Poe ("The Fall of the House of Usher"), Jules Verne (Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, Mysterious Island, A Journey to the Center of the Earth, Off on a Comet, Master of the World), H.G. Wells (The War of the Worlds, The Island of Doctor Moreau, The Food of the Gods, The First Men on the Moon, The Time Machine), William Hope Hodgson (The Night Land, The Boats of the Glen Carrig, The House on the Borderland), and Olaf Stapledon (Last and First Men). I hesitate to recommend Dante (The Inferno) for obvious reasons, but . . . have fun!

82/55: "Spells Between the Covers: Details for Delving into Magical Research" (Bruce A. Heard): This provides a system for doing magical research using the AD&D 1st Edition rules. The section on creating a library and purchasing books offers a long list of magical tomes, many allegedly written by personalities from the GREYHAWK campaign and other worlds. Some books sound "realistic" for GREYHAWK campaign use (e.g., Manual Powers Beyond the Life, by Bigby), while others do not (Gazette of the Norse Climates, by Otiluke). Some could be charming fakes (Ordinary Necromancy, by Vecna). The article is well worth a look.

85/12: "Special Skills, Special Thrills" (Roger E. Moore): The special powers of clerics from the GREYHAWK campaign are described as a basis for offering similar powers to priests of other gods, human and nonhuman, including the elven and orcish deities brought into the GREYHAWK campaign (see issue #71, page 9).

86/30: "Presenting the Suel Pantheon: Adding background for GREYHAWK campaigns" (Lenard Lakofka): Lendor and Norebo start off a new series on GREYHAWK campaign deities and their clerics, using the same format as the previous "Deities and Demigods of the World of Greyhawk" series (issue #67—71). Also included are notes on where in the Flanaess these gods are worshiped. Lendor has unusually great powers as described, though his priesthood is apparently very small. See letters regarding Lendor and Norebo in issue #90, page 3. A temple to Norebo ("the Church of the Big Gamble") appears in module #9045 L1 The Secret of Bone Hill (Lenard Lakofka).

87/23: "Gods of the Suel Pantheon" (Lenard Lakofka): The second in the Suloise gods series covers Kord and Phaulkon, the warrior deities. Rules are given for PCs to start off as Kord's children and acquire considerable special powers as they advance in levels, with some PCs eventually becoming minor demigods! Kord is currently the most popular of all Suel gods. See errata regarding priests of Kord and Phaulkon in issue #89, page 24 ("Clerics must pay for skills"). A temple to Kord appears in module #9057 L2 The Assassin's Knot (Lenard Lakofka); Phaulkon is mentioned in module #9045 L1 The Secret of Bone Hill.

88/8: "Gods of the Suel Pantheon" (Lenard Lakofka): Syrul, Fortubo, and Wee Jas are described with their priesthoods. Wee Jas is said to be worshiped by the Scarlet Brotherhood and in the Theocracy of the Pale (do Pholtus's clerics know this?); her clerics have shortened spellcasting times. Fortubo is favored by dwarves and gnomes. The Scarlet Brotherhood is said to worship Syrul and Pyremius (issue #89) as well as Wee Jas; no mention is made of Tharizdun, said to be the favored deity of the Brotherhood in From the Ashes. See errata regarding priests of Wee Jas in issue #89, page 24 ("Clerics must pay for skills"). See also letters regarding Syrul and Wee Jas in issue #90, page 3.

89/20: "Gods of the Suel Pantheon" (Lenard Lakofka): Pyremius, Beltar, and Llerg are described with their priesthoods. The notes under Pyremius say that he and Syrul have heavily supported the Scarlet Brotherhood. See the errata ("Clerics must pay for skills") on page 24. Llerg, though chaotic, has druidic followers.

90/3: "Out on a Limb" (readers & magazine staff): Two letters appear concerning peculiarities in the descriptions of the Suel gods Lendor, Syrul, Norebo, and Wee Jas.

90/16: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: Hold that person!" (Gary Gygax): Humanoid monsters affected by charm person and hold person spells are listed, all found in the GREYHAWK campaign. These humanoids are from the AD&D 1st Edition game, and some did not make the transition to the AD&D 2nd Edition game, and so are found in the GREYHAWK campaign and perhaps nowhere else (e.g., firenewt, xvart).

90/24: "Gods of the Suel Pantheon" (Lenard Lakofka): Phyton, Xerbo, and Osprem are described with their priesthoods. Phyton, though chaotic good, has druid followers as well as clerics. Xerbo and Osprem are referenced in module #9057 L2 The Assassin's Knot (Lenard Lakofka); little else about Osprem appears in any GREYHAWK literature; she does not even appear on the tables of deities of the Flanaess.

92/6: "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll: Clerics live by other rules" (Gary Gygax): In discussing the use of special powers and restrictions on clerics, Gygax describes the religion and priesthood of Ehlonna in detail.

92/22: "Gods of the Suel Pantheon" (Lenard Lakofka): Lydia, Bralm, and Jascar are described with their priesthoods. Jascar has dwarf and gnome followers and priests. A note under Bralm's entry (page 24) states that a few Suel folk still live in the Sea of Dust, but how this could be possible is not explained.

93/24: "Ay pronunseeAYshun gyd" (Frank Mentzer): In the manner of Elminster of the Forgotten Realms visiting Ed Greenwood, Frank is paid a visit by Dr. Pluffet Smedger of the Flanaess (see 1983 Guide, page 2), and as a result develops a pronunciation guide to difficult words and proper names in the AD&D game rules, including many taken from the 1983 boxed set or otherwise connected to that setting (Acererak, Erythnul, Flanaess, Iuz, Mordenkainen, Oerik, Oerth, Vecna, etc.). The list is sure to spawn surprise and arguments among fans of the GREYHAWK setting.

100/22: "At Moonset Blackcat Comes" (Gary Gygax): GREYHAWK short story about Gord the Rogue, who loses a game of Dragonchess to Rexfelis, the Cat Lord from Monster Manual II (and later from the PLANESCAPE(TM) adventure #2619 Something Wild, page 63 and elsewhere), then goes on a brief thieving adventure. This story has not been reprinted since its appearance here and as a result is difficult to find, as this issue is long out of print.

100/34: "Dragonchess" (Gary Gygax): Rules for TSR's DRAGONCHESS(TM) game, a variant chess game mentioned in "At Moonset Blackcat Comes" in the same issue, page 22, and played in the Flanaess. See additional information and corrections in "Letters" in issues #102 (pages 3 and 4), and #128 (page 3).

100/45: "The City Beyond the Gate" (Robert Schroeck): Adventure involving the Mace of St. Cuthbert, taken from the GREYHAWK campaign and now in a museum in London on our own Earth. The rules for adventuring in London on June 1st, 1985. Perhaps this is why St. Cuthbert has had so much trouble fighting Iuz——his main weapon was not available! See important notes on Earth's magical and planar connections on page 50, and on the time differential between Earth and the campaign world on page 54. The tiny gate island's location is not given, but on Oerth it is most likely to lie off the Flanaess maps in the Solnor Ocean, the Dramidj Ocean, or south of the Olman Islands in the Densac Gulf. See interesting problem brought forth in "Letters" in issue #102, page 3, and further comments and corrections in "Letters," issue #104, page 3, and "Letters," issue #107, page 3.

100/center: Large poster for Gary Gygax's Saga of Old City novel.

101/8: "Update from the Chief" (Gary Gygax): In his editorial, Gygax adds a section correcting an error in the 1983 Glossography regarding population figures. He also mentions the progress of his GREYHAWK Adventures novels (the Gord series), anticipating a total of at least four of them.

102/8: "Realms of Role Playing" (Gary Gygax): At the end of this piece, Gygax mentions that another Gord and Chert story, "The Strange Occurrence on Odd Alley," will appear in the May 1986 issue of AMAZING(R) Stories. This never happened, however, and the story was later published in the New Infinities anthology of Gord tales, Night Arrant. (For details, see the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1.)

102/36: "Coming Attractions" (TSR Staff): This notes that the upcoming #2018 Oriental Adventures hardbound volume will reveal "the Oriental lands of Oerth." These plans were changed so that the lands of Kara—Tur in Oriental Adventures were not attached to any existing campaign; Kara—Tur was later added to the FORGOTTEN REALMS campaign. This material also appears in issue #103, page 55 ("Coming Attractions"). The GREYHAWK campaign connection was dropped in "Coming Attractions," issue #104, page 64. (See "Sage Advice" in issues #122, page 42, and #144, page 7.)
     Saga of Old City is noted here in issue #102 to be the first of a four—volume series of Gord novels from TSR, Inc.; ultimately, however, only two were published by TSR, and four more novels and one short—story anthology were published by New Infinities. (For details, see the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1, "Miscellaneous Non—TSR Materials.")

103/8: "The Future of the Game" (Gary Gygax): Gygax writes up his vision of what became the AD&D 2nd Edition game, his last article in DRAGON Magazine prior to his departure from TSR, Inc. He clearly planned to use the 1983 Glossography and 1983 Guide as models for restructuring Legends & Lore into players' and DM's books.
107/30: "The Role of Books" (John C. Bunnell): Book review column including a review of Gygax's Saga of Old City.

110/30: "All About Elminster" (Ed Greenwood): Ed reveals that Elminster, a major wizard of the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting, visits Oerth on occasion using his worldwalk spell (page 36).

115/38: "Hammer of Thor, Spear of Zeus" (James A. Yates): An article allowing a nonstandard variety of weapons for clerics cites extensively from the Gygax articles on the gods of the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting (issues #67—71). A long list details edged and pointed weapons that can be allowed to the deities from Legends & Lore; some of these deities appear in the GREYHAWK setting (nonhuman gods and Central American gods——the latter as per module #9032 C1 The Hidden Shrine of Tamoachan).

122/42: "Sage Advice" (Skip Williams): A response notes that no Oriental supplement is planned for the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting, but the then—current OA series of modules could be transferred there. See also "Sage Advice" in issue #144, page 7.

123/60: "Just Making Time" (Roger E. Moore): An article on fantasy game—world calendars, describing and comparing the calendars used in the WORLD OF GREYHAWK, FORGOTTEN REALMS, and DRAGONLANCE campaigns, among other places.

125/64: "Bazaar of the Bizarre" (Lee Ian Wurn): The magical maps of Greyhawk are described. These were created by two (assumedly Suloise) wizards prior to the Rain of Colorless Fire; one wizard (Ztxar) perished; the other (Madd) escaped and settled elsewhere. Copies of the original items have resurfaced in the City of Greyhawk, hence the name. Nineteen magical maps are detailed, with the personal symbols of Zxtar and Madd.

127/70: "The Role of Books" (John C. Bunnell): Book review column including a review of Gygax's Sea of Death, a novel in the Gord the Rogue series from New Infinities.

128/73: (advertisement): A full—page New Infinities ad here shows some of the color covers of Gygax's post—TSR Gord the Rogue novels, and it gives minor details on their contents. This might be of interest to GREYHAWK fans.

128/86: "U 2 KAN ERN BIG BUX!" (Lawrence R. Raimonda): This excellent humor piece is only peripherally connected to the GREYHAWK campaign (thanks to the Greyhawk Institute for Adventurous Neophyte Training——G.I.A.N.T.), but including it here was too much to resist. Forgive me.

129/57: "The Game Wizards: A volume of Oerthly delights" (Jim Ward): The GREYHAWK Adventures project is announced; reader feedback is sought. See follow—up article in issue #135, page 30, "The Game Wizards"; the poster in issue #137; and a review in issue #143, page 70.
129/82: "Role—playing Reviews" (Ken Rolston): A noted game designer offers his evaluation of the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting as a fantasy game realm, comparing it to other TSR and non—TSR fantasy settings.

131/40: "Lords & Legends" (Steve Seguin and Christopher Jones): Two 9th—level dwarf heroes of the GREYHAWK campaign are detailed. One (the beardless Gnarley Bones) has moved to another world, but the other (Kordan Badaxe) lives where the Jotens meet the Little Hills. (Note: The hex location given in the article, H5—159, is incorrect; it should be H5—124.)

132/32: "Dumb Idea Winners" (TSR staff): If you've ever wondered where the idea for the comedy module #9222 WG7 Castle Greyhawk came from, check out this notice regarding the "GREYHAWK Jam" supermodule. See the review of this product in issue #135, page 77, and the award it won in issue #151, page 85.

133/8: "The Ecology of the Carnivorous Ape" (David Howery): David Howery developed Hepmonaland as an African—style region in his home GREYHAWK campaign; this article fits that setting exactly, mentioning Hepmonaland (on the border of the Flanaess) and Watanga tribesmen (often mentioned in Howery's African—style DUNGEON Adventures modules——see Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1, "DUNGEON Adventures: Notes"). Interestingly, this "Ecology" article turned the originally subterranean carnivorous ape into a jungle—dweller in all future collections of AD&D game monsters; portions of this material appeared later in MONSTROUS COMPENDIUM entries on this beast.

133/16: "Role—playing Reviews" (Ken Rolston): Ken reviews GREYHAWK module A1—4 Scourge of the Slavelords and a GREYHAWK campaign—derived module, I12 Egg of the Phoenix (a collection of RPGA(R) Network modules R1—R4, the Aquaria series).

134/28: "Lords & Legends" (William Simpson): This presents statistics for Dragotha, a unique undead dragon first mentioned in passing in module #9027 S2 White Plume Mountain. This creature is unrelated to the dracolich of the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting, first described by Ed Greenwood in issue #110, page 8 ("The Cult of the Dragon"). Dragotha's (undetailed) lair is in hex K4—58, not T3—70 near White Plume Mountain itself. Note connection to Nerull the Reaper and the creation of drakanmen. See letter concerning this article in "Letters," issue #139, page 3.

135/30: "The Game Wizards" (Jim Ward): GREYHAWK Adventures is described prior to release, with reader input noted. See earlier column in issue #129, page 57, "The Game Wizards: A volume of Oerthly delights."

135/77: "Role—playing Reviews" (Ken Rolston): Ken briefly (but favorably) reviews the comedy module #9222 GW7 Castle Greyhawk. (See note in issue #132, page 32.)
135/78: "The Role of Books" (John C. Bunnell): Book review column including a review of Rose Estes' #8248 The Demon Hand (GREYHAWK Adventures novel #5).

137/54: "The Fairest of the Fair" (Bill Volkart): One of a group of game—world holidays is described in detail for the GREYHAWK campaign: St. Cuthbert's Day on the spring equinox (page 58).

137/center: Large poster for GREYHAWK Adventures.

139/16: "Lords & Legends" (Niel Brandt): Among details of a group of wizards, this describes Elayne Mystica on page 18, a 19th—level wizard of the GREYHAWK campaign who is descended from subterranean albino humans beneath the Crystalmist Mountains (probably the Lerara from "The Lost Passage of the Suloise" in the 1983 Glossography (pages 27—28). Elayne now works for Cobb Darg, lord mayor of Irongate, but lives on a "pocket plane." She must have her hands full after the Greyhawk Wars (see GREYHAWK Wars and From the Ashes), as Irongate is now surrounded by its enemies.

139/86: "The Ecology of the Spectator" (Dougal Demokopoliss): This "Ecology" piece has many GREYHAWK campaign references (Free City of Greyhawk, Lendor, Spindrift Isles); it also includes a new monster found in the GREYHAWK campaign, the searechter (an aquatic spectator), and a new spell, airbolt. See reader's question in issue #143, "Letters," page 3; see also the module #9045 L1 The Secret of Bone Hill, which introduced the spectator.

141/14: "Sage Advice" (Skip Williams): One page of questions and answers about the 1983 boxed set. Among other things, the chronology of the G— and D—series modules and the powers of Zuggtmoy are discussed.

141/22: "Orcs Throw Spells, Too!" (Randal S. Doering): The powers and abilities of humanoid spellcasters are further detailed here. Many of the nonhuman races and their gods mentioned here are also found in the GREYHAWK setting. See author's comments, additions, and corrections in issue #145, "Letters," page 5.

143/70: "Role—Playing Reviews" (Jim Bambra): GREYHAWK Adventures is reviewed.

144/6: "Sage Advice" (Skip Williams): A question about putting Kara—Tur from #2018 Oriental Adventures into the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting is answered ("...the opposite side of Oerth is best."). See a related "Sage Advice" question in issue #122, page 42.

146/22: "The Dragon's Bestiary" (several authors): The lawful obsidian dragons (by Mark Mathis) of the GREYHAWK campaign are described; they originate from the Land of Black Ice.

151/85: "The Gamers Have Chosen!" (TSR staff): The humorous module #9222 WG7 Castle Greyhawk won the 1989 Gamers' Choice Award for best role—playing adventure.

154/88: "Novel Ideas" (Will Larson): This column's first appearance includes an interview with Robin Bailey about his GREYHAWK novel, #8213 Nightwatch. See issue #163, page 32, for a review.

155/26: "In the Frost and the Snow" (David Reimer): Snow elves in the GREYHAWK campaign are described, living in the Crystalmists. Their elven deity, Tarsellis Meunniduin, is also detailed.

155/50: "The Game Wizards" (Anne Brown): Upcoming GREYHAWK modules in the Falcon series are announced (#9279 WGA1 Falcon's Revenge, #9289 WGA2 Falconmaster, #9302 WGA3 Flames of the Falcon); general overview of modules' plot is given. This series takes place just prior to the events in #9309 WGA4 Vecna Lives! (by David "Zeb" Cook).

156/80: "Role—Playing Reviews" (Ken Rolston): #1043 The City of Greyhawk campaign expansion boxed set is favorably reviewed on page 84. The comments here regarding the essential elements of a good urban fantasy setting are worth reading by all prospective designers and DMs.

158/6: "Forum" (numerous authors): Reader Toby Myers offers ways to link up several GREYHAWK modules with DUNGEON Adventures modules.

160/32: "Sage Advice" (Skip Williams): A number of questions on GREYHAWK Adventures, Ulek, and Celene are answered.

161/32: "The Classics Campaign" (Marc Newman): This short piece discusses old GREYHAWK modules (e.g., #9022 S1 Tomb of Horrors) and how to replay them using the then—new rules for the AD&D 2nd Edition campaign. Some helpful hints are present.

163/32: "The Role of Books" (John C. Bunnell): A review is given for Robin Wayne Bailey's GREYHAWK novel, #8213 Nightwatch. See the interview with the author in issue #154, page 88.

164/18: "Bonds of Brotherhood" (Tom Griffith): This article on creating monastic organizations for #2018 Oriental Adventures monks (martial artists) contains many references to the GREYHAWK campaign, especially to the monks of the Scarlet Brotherhood from Fate of Istus. If monks are used in a GREYHAWK campaign, this article is strongly recommended.

165/88: "The Game Wizards" (Timothy B. Brown): A GREYHAWK campaign introduction leads into this description of #2118 MC8 MONSTROUS COMPENDIUM(R) Outer Planes Appendix. The Blood War is introduced, and terms such as fiends, tanar'ri, and baazetu replace "demons" and "devils."
167/10: "See the Pomarj—and Die!" (Joseph Bloch): The author's particular vision of this area of the GREYHAWK campaign is detailed, with a background history, a table of humanoid tribes, material on the Slave Lords, a new quasi—deity (Krovis), and adventuring ideas.

170/19: "Crossing Dragons with Everything" (Gregory W. Detwiler): This article on monstrous dragon crossbreeds notes that the shadow dragon is from the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting, probably because the shadow dragon appeared in the #2107 MC5 MONSTROUS COMPENDIUM Greyhawk appendix. The "shadow mantidrake" and "shadow dracimera" would then be natives of the Flanaess, too——a nasty thought.

171/20: "Care for a Drink?" (David M. Montgomery, Jim Milner): This short, clever article on the uses of the decanter of endless water mentions a rumor that the Vast Swamp in the Flanaess was created when an experiment involving a giant magical decanter went awry. It's a doubtful possibility but an interesting one; the Great Glacier of the FORGOTTEN REALMS campaign was also created by magical accident (as per #9351 FR14 The Great Glacier).

171/center: "AD&D Trading Cards Revisited" (TSR staff): Of the 17 new trading cards presented here (a previous group was in issue #160), two describe GREYHAWK campaign beings: Seragrimm, a 20th—level lawful—good lich (!) who watches over an unnamed land, and Tyrinon, a 16th—level griffon—riding paladin from another unnamed land. More such cards appear in issue #180.

171/80: "Role—playing Reviews" (Ken Rolston): This installment, covering introductory D&D and AD&D adventures and settings, recommends several from the GREYHAWK campaign (#1043 The City of Greyhawk boxed set, #9269 WG11 Puppets, #9147 T1—4 The Temple of Elemental Evil). The module WG11 Puppets is favorably reviewed on page 85.

173/10: "The Monstrous Side of the DARK SUN(TM) World" (Timothy B. Brown, William W. Connors): Several monsters from the #2107 MC5 MONSTROUS COMPENDIUM GREYHAWK appendix are noted as suitable for use in DARK SUN campaigns: beetle (all), bonesnapper, giant dragonfly, dragonnel, horgar, and vampire cactus (plant, carnivorous).

173/62: "Sage Advice" (Skip Williams): One answer attempts to reconcile Iuz, an Oerth—based demigod, with various rules in the AD&D 2nd Edition Legends & Lore tome (#2108), the cambion entry in the #2118 MC8 MONSTROUS COMPENDIUM Outer Planes appendix, and the removal of assassins from the AD&D game.

175/72: "Only the Best Will Do!" (TSR staff): Among the 1990 Origins Award winners is the #1056 Castles boxed set (Best Accessory Figure Series), which contained Hart Castle from the GREYHAWK campaign.
175/80: "Role—playing Reviews" (Allen Varney): #9309 WGA4 Vecna Lives! is briefly but favorably reviewed.

176/10: "Servants of the Seldarine" (Chris Perry): A detailed description of the priesthoods of the elven gods, with GREYHAWK references. All of these gods are worshiped by various elves in the Flanaess. (See issue #71, page 9, "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll.")

177/82: "Defenders of the Hearth" (Chris Perry): A detailed description of the priesthoods of the halfling gods, usable in the GREYHAWK campaign. (The campaign is not specifically mentioned, but see issue #71, page 9, "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll.")

179/10: "Picture This! Many Magical Paintings" (Nigel D. Findley): One magical painting called "Dragonnel," described on page 13, originated from the Pomarj of the WORLD OF GREYHAWK setting. It was created 200 years ago (about 380 CY) by a half—drow mage, Llemual, possibly now a lich king in the Underdark. This item was modified slightly when republished in the ENCYCLOPEDIA MAGICA(TM) volume 1 (#2141), pages 101—102.

180/center: "AD&D Trading Cards, Magazine Set Three" (TSR staff): An insert that is duplicated in DUNGEON issue #34/center. Among these trading cards for 1992 is one for the GREYHAWK campaign: "Thalios" (a.k.a. Maltus Vindir), a half—elf spy working as a guard for the Valley of the Mage.

181/87: "The Game Wizards" (David "Zeb" Cook): Zeb offers comments and apologies concerning errors in Vecna Lives! and GREYHAWK modules in general, as part of a longer article. DMs will have to decide which version of Verbobonc they prefer: Zeb's in #9309 WGA4 Vecna Lives! or the one in #9253 WG8 Fate of Istus.

180/66: "The Game Wizards" (David Wise): This article describes cards in the 1992 AD&D Trading Cards sets, including some of the GREYHAWK cards (see page 70).

185/56: "Magic in the Evening" (Ed Greenwood): Mordenkainen and Elminster, #1 in the series. Mordenkainen reveals that someone is attacking the Circle of Eight, starting with Bigby and Tenser (slain in 584 CY by Rary, so this episode predates this time). Rumors and gossip of Oerth and Toril are traded. New spells, a new monster, and a new magical item are described.

188/26: "The Wizards Three" (Ed Greenwood): Mordenkainen and Elminster greet Dalamar (DRAGONLANCE(R) saga) in this, the second in the series. Mordenkainen relates that the events described in #9309 WGA4 Vecna Lives! have just occurred; Vecna is destroyed, but the Circle of Eight is gone (for now). Dalamar and Mordenkainen do not get along well. A few threats common to Oerth, Krynn, and Toril are discussed. New spells, magical items, and monsters of these worlds are also described.

188/74: "Role—Playing Reviews" (Rick Swan): GREYHAWK Wars is reviewed and described on pages 76—77. The game map in the box is of the Flanaess, not all Oerth, as the review implies.

189/7: "Letters": Letter from reader ("Overdue Attention") on GREYHAWK articles and modules.

189/10: "The Dark Continent" (David Howery): The author details a campaign region called the Dark Continent, which resembles sub—Saharan Africa; he has written a number of modules for DUNGEON Adventures set in this region (see the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1, "DUNGEON Adventures: Notes"; also, issue #133, page 8, "The Ecology of the Carnivorous Ape"). In the author's own version of the WORLD OF GREYHAWK campaign, the Dark Continent was actually Hepmonaland, but some material in From the Ashes conflicts with the use of Hepmonaland as Howery has set it up. The color map on page 10 does look like it would fit against the section of Hepmonaland from the two color Flanaess maps from either the 1983 boxed set or From the Ashes.

191/22: "The Elven Pantheon--Completed!" (Carl Sargent): Rillifane Rallathil, an elven god (worshiped in the GREYHAWK setting), was left out of #2128 DMGR4 Monster Mythology. His avatar and priesthood statistics are finally given here, with the note that some voadkyn from #2107 MC5 MONSTROUS COMPENDIUM GREYHAWK appendix also worship this god.

191/64: "Campaign Journal: Risen from the Ashes" (Carl Sargent): An article on ways to use From the Ashes, listing different campaign styles, integration with recent modules, adventure hooks, and errata from the boxed set. The errata (page 67) should be examined by interested DMs (e.g., Bigby is not dead!).

194/53: "Sage Advice" (Skip Williams): Important errata for #9386 WGR3 Rary the Traitor is given here on pages 53—55: the missing upper—level maps to Rary's fortress, maps #10, 11, and 12 (upper levels 3, 4, and 5), lost by TSR's error. This information is critical to the play of the adventure.

194/86: "Bazaar of the Bizarre" (Spike Y. Jones): Detailed description of a new magical item: Tenser's tantalus, which resembles Tenser's floating disk but might not have been created by the Flanaess mage known as Tenser. (Note: Tenser was slain in 584 CY by Rary.)

195/94: "Campaign Journal: Fitting into the new WORLD OF GREYHAWK Setting" (Carl Sargent): Discusses ways for a DM to integrate the world changes detailed in From the Ashes into a currently played GREYHAWK campaign; much useful advice.

196/82: "Three Wizards Too Many" (Ed Greenwood): Mordenkainen, Elminster, and Dalamar have a revealing meeting, the third in the series. Mordenkainen is preoccupied with the Greyhawk Wars, which are raging at this time. A side comment reveals that Mordenkainen has "been glared at" by Rary——interesting in view of Rary's later treachery. Mordenkainen also reveals a GREYHAWK magical item called a spell mirror, a new helper—creature called a friendly fungus, and an interesting spell called bloodglass. He says he once met and fought Fistandantilus (a major evil wizard of the DRAGONLANCE setting, now long dead) who voyaged to Oerth, and he is also familiar with the tinker gnomes of Sancrist Island (DRAGONLANCE saga) and their inventions.

198/48: "Role—Playing Reviews" (Rick Swan): A favorable review of From the Ashes, with an overview of many past and current GREYHAWK products.

199/48: "Campaign Journal: The Black Pegasus Trading Company" (David Montgomery and Jim Milner): A combination of GREYHAWK and SPELLJAMMER materials, describing an island in the Solnor Ocean that is used as the base for a wildspace merchant company with connections across the Flanaess. The island is one of the few features known to exist in the Solnor; one other is the sargasso region described in the 1983 Glossography.

200/20: "The Wizards Three: Once More the Three" (Ed Greenwood): Elminster introduces Mordenkainen and Dalamar to the Simbul of Aglarond (FORGOTTEN REALMS setting). Fourth in the "Wizards Three" series; includes the new spell Mordenkainen's involuntary wizardry. This article includes an important error: Dalamar of Krynn is not a drow elf; he is a dark elf, which on Krynn is an outcast elf of evil alignment. The error is repeated in a later installment.

200/38: "Arcane Lore" (Rich Stump): The spellbook Oerthmagik and its six unique spells (up to level 8), of Nazralte GrynClithe ("Naz"), a wizard from Celene.

200/106: "Sage Advice" (Skip Williams): The answer to a question on the GREYHAWK campaign reveals nearly all of the known Flan names for demihumans and humanoids——an often—sought piece of campaign information. These Flan names were mistakenly used as tribal names in some of Carl Sargent's GREYHAWK works, and these references should be replaced with more appropriate names.

204/52: "Campaign Journal: The Twin Cities" (Carl Sargent): The Twin Cities of Rinloru and Winetha (with color map), from the cancelled module Ivid the Undying. These cities are in the eastern part of the old Great Kingdom, and both are now havens for evil. New magical items and personalities are presented. The full text of Ivid the Undying is available in AOL's "Download of the Month"; the map for this article is in the same area as "GIF: Ivid the Undying Map #1."

205/12: "The People" (David Howery): This extensive article on fantasy Native American cultures and characters (by the author of "Ghost Dance," a GREYHAWK adventure on the Indian-like Rovers, from DUNGEON Adventures issue #32) includes much information derived from the author's home GREYHAWK campaign, including a North America—style continent to the east of Oerik, across the Solnor Ocean. A color map of this continent appears on pages 18—19. (This unofficial continent, if used, would obviously replace Aquaria, the continent described in modules R1—R4 and in various AOL works by Frank Mentzer; see the Revised GREYHAWK Campaign Index, Part 1, "On-Line Services.")
     Also included here are many cultural details for southwest desert, great plains, and eastern woodland Indian cultures; an overview of local religion, government, proficiencies, wild and domesticated animal life, new kits (fighter: eastern woodland, great plains, southwest desert; priest: shaman; mage: mystery man; rogue: tribal scout), and magical items Nonfiction references are given, with cross—references to numerous other articles and TSR products, especially #1066 Maztica boxed set, #9306 GAZ14 The Atruaghin Clans, #9351 FR14 The Great Glacier (with an Inuit culture), and the AD&D 2nd Edition Legends & Lore (#2108).

206/22: "Part Dragon, All Hero" (Roger E. Moore): Complete details on various half—dragon PCs in the GREYHAWK campaign (and others), reprinting rules from the #1107 COUNCIL OF WYRMS(TM) boxed set. Among the half—dragon character types relevant to the GREYHAWK campaign are the half—Greyhawk, the half—gold, and the half—silver. The connection between the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting's steel dragon and the Greyhawk dragon is mentioned (see the FORGOTTEN REALMS accessory, #9297 FOR1 Draconomicon, "Steel Dragon," page 69).

206/34: "Campaign Journal: The Sea Barons" (Carl Sargent): Extensive information on the islands of the piratical Sea Barons (with color map), from the cancelled module Ivid the Undying. The full text of Ivid the Undying is available in AOL's "Download of the Month"; the map for this article is in the same area as "GIF: Ivid the Undying Map #2."

206/42: "Fiend Knights and Dark Artifacts" (Carl Sargent): Short collection of Great Kingdom magical items (all evil) from the cancelled module Ivid the Undying. The full text of Ivid the Undying is available in AOL's "Download of the Month."

208/48: "Campaign Journal" (Carl Sargent): The Adri Forest (with detailed color map), from the cancelled module Ivid the Undying. Judging from two maps published the 1983 Guide (pages 44—45), it appeared that the entire northeastern portion of the Adri forest, including the town of Innspa, was part of Nyrond as late as 576 CY. The material here seems to contradict this, but borders in the Flanaess have always been played loosely. Be careful with the sword Hunger. The full text of Ivid the Undying is available in AOL's "Download of the Month"; the map for this article is in the same area as "GIF: Ivid the Undying Map #3."
209/10: "Branching Out All Over" (Roger E. Moore): Details on druids in various campaign worlds using #2150 PHBR13 The Complete Druid's Handbook, with extensive notes on druidic worship in the Flanaess using the above rules. Article also breaks the Flanaess down into zoogeographic regions (arctic, cold forest, tropical, subterranean, grassland/prairie/steppe, etc.) for purposes of distributing wildlife and druid types.

210/73: "Arcane Lore" (Nicholas Baran): Seven new, low—level spells from an Oerth wizard: Drenal Farkahn, of Veluna.

211/82: "The Wizards Three" (Ed Greenwood): The fifth in the series with Mordenkainen, Elminster, and Dalamar. Mordenkainen says he has visited Waterdeep, and mentions a legendary event that slew many Bakluni wizards, called the Night of Shadows (previously undescribed). New spells are included, some from Mordenkainen.

212/18: "Reruns: Adventures that Improve with Age" (Thomas Reid): This discusses reusing old adventures, with a special focus on #9147 T1-4 The Temple of Elemental Evil. Some nice DM hints and procedures for this adventure are included.

217/32: "En—psycho—slade—ica Magica" (slade, a.k.a. Dale "Slade" Henson): This huge article reprints the magical—item table from #2161 ENCYCLOPEDIA MAGICA volume IV, including (at least in theory) every GREYHAWK magical item ever published by TSR from 1974 to 1993.

217/98: "Rumblings" (DRAGON Magazine staff): Announcement that the cancelled module Ivid the Undying is available on AOL's TSR Online (in "Download of the Month").

219/90: "The Wizards Three" (Ed Greenwood): Sixth in the series with Mordenkainen, Elminster, and Dalamar, with a visit from Shaaan the Serpent—Queen (from the FORGOTTEN REALMS setting). Mordenkainen reveals that he is immune to poison. The "weenie roast" described in this article led to a very unfavorable impression of Mordenkainen among many GREYHAWK fans.

223/24: "Primal Rage" (Rob Letts and Wayne A. Haskett): Three monstrous characters (Blizzard, Talon, Vertigo) from the Primal Rage video game are given demigod/monster statistics and given suggested homes in the GREYHAWK campaign. Note that they originate from "Urth," a world name similar to the series generated by Gygax in POLYHEDRON issue #21, page 9, "Why Gargoyles Don't Have Wings But Should"; the latter are alternate worlds connected to Oerth and Earth (e.g., Uerth, Aerth, Yarth). (Side note: "Yrth" is the world setting for Steve Jackson Games' GURPS Fantasy game.)

224/66: "A History of the Rod of Seven Parts" (Skip Williams): A detailed overview of this artifact, including a history of how it was developed and a description of forthcoming TSR products about it. This article does not say if the rod was or is a part of the GREYHAWK campaign. Note that the 1996 TSR novel called Rod of the Seven Parts (#8040, Doug Niles) also makes no references to the GREYHAWK setting, and so is not considered a part of that campaign though it uses material introduced by Gygax in the AD&D 1st Edition DMG.

225/49: "Campaign Classics: Three Greyhawk Grimoires" (Robert S. Mullin): Spellbooks from Vecna, Iggwilv, and Acererak. Many new spells and historical tidbits appear about the Flanaess. Some early Gygax—authored GREYHAWK modules are now placed in historical context; the adventures are assumed to have been completed successfully, probably in the years between 576 and 585 CY (e.g., #9022 S1 Tomb of Horrors, #9153 WG6 Isle of the Ape). (It is not a bad idea to apply this technique to all pre—Greyhawk Wars adventures in campaigns set after 584 CY.) Some important chronological information is given: e.g., the events in #9309 WGA4 Vecna Lives! take place in  581 CY, and the archmage Iggwilv first appeared in the Flanaess in 460 CY.


Notes:
     "From the Sorcerer's Scroll" was Gary Gygax's regular column in DRAGON Magazine (misspelled in many places as "From the Sorceror's [sic] Scroll," allegedly at the author's insistence).
     In issue #131, page 22, the article entitled "To the Center of the Oerth" (Vic Broquard) is not specifically about the GREYHAWK campaign; it concerns random—die—roll tables for generating caverns. The title was an editorial addition.
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The Strategic Review was first published seasonally, with the first four issues running from Spring to Winter 1975. SR5 became the first bimonthly issue. Physically, the differences between issue #7 of The Strategic Review and issue #1 of DRAGON Magazine were not very great. DRAGON Magazine was meant to be bimonthly up to issue #12, becoming monthly thereafter, but the editor's medical problems led to the missing January 1979 issue (#22).
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I	1	2	3	4	5	6	——	——	——	——	——	——
II	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	——	——	——	——
III	15	16*	17	18	19	20	21@	22	23	24	25	26
IV	27	28	29	30	31	32	33	34	35	36	37	38
V	39	40	41	42	43	44	45	46	47	48	49	50
VI	51	52	53	54	55	56	57	58	59	60	61	62
VII	63	64	65^	66^	67^	68^	69^	70	71	72	73	74
VIII	75	76	77	78	79	80	81	82	83	84	85	——
IX	86$	87	88	89	90	91	92	93	94	95	96	97
X	98	99	100	101	102	103	104	105	106	107	108	109
XI	110	111	112	113	114	115	116	117	118	119	120	121
XII	122	123	124	125	126	127	128	129	130	131	132	133
XIII	134	135	136	137	138	139	140	141	142	143	144	145
XIV	146	147	148	149	150	151	152	153	154	155	156	157
XV	158	159	160	161	162	163	164	165	166	167	168	169
XVI	170	171	172	173	174	175	176	177	178	179	180	181
XVII	182	183	184	185	186	187	188	189	190	191	192	193
XVIII	194	195	196	197	198	199	200	201	202	203	204	 205
XIX	206	207	208	209	210	211	212	213	214	215	216	217
XX	218	219	220	221	222	223	224	225	226	227	228	229
XXI	230	231	232	233	234	235	236	237	238	239	240	241

* Issue #16 (July) was mislabeled as issue #6 (June) on its table of contents.
@ Issue #21 was mislabeled as Volume III, Number 6 on its cover.
^ Issue #65 was mislabeled as Volume VII, Number 4 on its masthead; this numbering continued up to issue #69 ("Number 8"). Issue #70 was also labeled as Number 8 (this time correctly). A letter regarding this situation appeared in issue #102, page 3, but the editor's response is in error, as the renumbering was not done until issue #86.
$ Issue #86 began Volume IX, allowing each new volume thereafter to mark the birth month of the magazine (June).







